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New York Central System Historical Society
The New York Central System
Historical Society (NYCSHS) was
organized in March 1970 by the
combined efforts of several former
employees of the New York
Central Railroad. The NYCSHS is
chartered
as
a
non-profit
corporation under the laws of the
state of Ohio. The vision of the
NYCSHS is to be the preferred
source of information and
products related to the New York
Central System. The mission of the
NYCSHS is to perpetuate the
legacy of the New York Central
System
by
acquiring
and
preserving its history, traditions,
documents, and artifacts; and by
disseminating accurate information and products consistent with
good stewardship.
Your membership gets you four
issues of the popularly acclaimed

Central Headlight, the official
publication of the NYCSHS. The
Central Headlight is only available
to members, and each issue
contains a wealth of information
each quarter. From steam to diesel
(and electric), from freight to
passenger, from branchline to
mainline, the Central Headlight
covers them all. Our Annual
Meetings focus on the preservation
of New York Central railroad
history with informative speakers,
presentations, and tours. The
Society also has many NYC
reference books and drawings
available for purchase. Membership is open to all; so don't delay;
join today! www.nycshs.net
Or you may download a membership form at:
https://nycshs.org/nycshsmembership

Board of Directors
F. Bongiovanni, J. Cannizzaro,
J. Epperson, T.R. Gerbracht,
S.H. Lustig, D.T. Mackay, R.C.
McQueen, R.C. Schiring, P.N.
Stoving, J.C. Suhs, M.K.
Vescelus, N.F. Widdifield
Directors Emeriti:
J.P. Quinlivan (Founder)
D. Simonaitis, R.J. Barrett, R.L.
Stoving
Editor:
Noel Widdifield
Engineering Dept.: Manuel
Duran-Duran
Harmon Files:
Larry Faulkner
Grammar & Layout Proof Editor
Catherine Knowles
Technical & Modeling Proof Editor
R. B. Phillips
Tool Shop Editor Brian Marotta
Early Car Shop:
Kyle Coble
Layout Drawing Artist:
Frank Knight

The NYCSHS Modelers Committee

We have a NYCSHS Modelers Committee that now has 14 members. We meet on the phone about
once a month to strategize about what to do to support NYC modeling for our members.
The members of the committee are Seth Lakin, (Chair), Brian Marotta, Jeff English, Dave Mackay,
Paul Pickard, Lawrence Faulkner, Manuel Duran-Duran, Kyle Coble, Dan Seligmann, Larry Grant,
Ralph Schiring, Alex Schneider, Charles Newton, Alex Warshal, Mike Vescelus, Charlie Newton, Vic
Roman, Noel Widdifield, and Rich Stoving.
We have released over 625 models at up to 20% off MSRP to our members and have sold more than
5,000 models and taken pre-orders for many more. We have offered several HO-scale, S-scale, Nscale, and O-scale models and are in the process of finding more HO-, N-, S-, and even O–scale
models to be released in coming months. Watch our website and Collinwood Shop online store for
more information. Website: NYCSHS.org and Collinwood Shop: https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/
We have released many new NYC models over the last ten years, but if you have some ideas for us,
contact us at nfwiddifield@NYCSHS.org
NYCentral Modeler
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Greetings from the NYCSHS President
Dave Mackay, NYCSHS President
Finally, it looks like we are going to return to a semblance of normal after these past two years. I
was at the Amherst Railroad Society Show in Springfield, MA last month, as well as the Great Train
show in Timonium, MD a few weeks ago. While attendance in Springfield wasn’t equal to the past
by a long shot, it was active, and our Society tables did about 75% of what we did when things were
“normal”. Part of that was due to the blizzard that hit eastern Massachusetts that Saturday, as well
as the low exhibitor count this year.
While the Society didn’t have a presence at the Timonium show, it was interesting to see how the
railroad community is starting to resume these shows and meets. We all had on masks (Maryland
required), but that didn’t seem to stop the attendance. The aisles were crowded, and sales were
brisk. I had to stand in line for over ten minutes to purchase my ticket to get in. It is encouraging
to see our hobby actively engage so many folks again.
I watch the data on how the country is doing, and it looks like my observations that we’ll be in a
much better place soon will be born out in the next few months. For that, I am thankful, as the
Society is going ahead with plans for our 2022 Annual Meeting and Convention. We must commit
a lot of funds for this and stand to lose a lot if it doesn’t happen.
Our presenters are lined up, as is our guest speaker and train trip. I think we’re going to have a
great time, especially after seeing the two shows I recently attended. If you haven’t planned on
attending yet, I strongly suggest you do. You can sign up in the Collinwood Shop at:
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Convention-Registration_c_23.html.
You may also download a from to register and mail it in.
https://nycshs.files.wordpress.com/2021/12/nycshs2022registrationform-1.pdf
I look forward to seeing you there!
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The NYCentral Modeler

From the Cab

This i s an exciting year for us at the NYCentral Modeler as
we add three more “staff” to our publication. I
am excited by the fact that we had seven members
volunteer for the position of proof editor we advertised
for in the last edition. They were interviewed in the
sequence that they submitted their offer of help, and I
selected the first three without having to interview
the rest. Each had good qualifications and that
allowed me to select three new staff. A big thanks to
all who volunteered.
Welcome Catherine Knowles, Grammar & Layout
Proof Editor, R. B. Phillips, Technical & Modeling Proof
Editor, and Brian Marotta, Tool Shop Editor. I look
forward to having them help make the
an even
better production.
The outlook for new NYCS models is not very
encouraging but we will continue to bring them to you.
It is still a great time to be modeling the NYCS and we
hope you take the time to share your modeling with
us.
If you have photos or models that you haven’t
shared with us in past editions, please consider
contacting us and adding your talent and articles to
the many who have shown off their NYCS modeling
in the past.
If you
are
interested,
please
contact me
at: nfwiddifield@nycshs.org or call me at 703-407-3059.
Let us see what you model on the NYCS.
Thanks, Noel

Publications & Info

NYCSHSFacebook

This publication of the NYCSHS is for the purpose of
providing NYCS modeling information. It is a
publication by the NYCSHS Modeling Committee –all rights reserved. It may be reproduced for
personal use only. It is not for sale.
We encourage articles and photos submitted for
publication. Materials submitted are considered to
be gratis and no reimbursement will be made to the
author(s) or the photographer(s) or his/her
representative(s). The Society reserves the right to
reject, for any reason, any material submitted.
We need articles for scales in addition to HO. We
have published articles in Z-, S-, N-, HO-, O-, 1/29-,
and 1/32-scales. We do need articles in all scales but
want more non-HO articles.
Please contact the editor for submission information
and guidelines. We have a style guide to be used for
articles and will send it to any aspiring author.
Photos should be submitted at not less than 640 x 480
pixels and in JPG, TIFF or PDF format. Statements
and opinions made are those of the authors and
don’t necessarily represent those of the Society.
We make every effort to ensure all information is
technically correct, but do not guarantee it for
accuracy. All articles and photos should be sent to:
NYCBigFour@verizon.net

We really want to hear what you think
concerning this issue and about your modeling
or collecting. We will help you tell your story.
Be sure to check out NYCSHS on Facebook!
https://www.facebook.com/New-YorkCentral-System-Historical-Society302109173240295/

NYCSHS-Members

NYCSHS Central Headlight: R. L. Stoving stoving@ptd.net

NYCSHS Books: NYCSHS Book Collection

NYCSHS Website: www.nycshs.org

NYCentral Modeler: Noel Widdifield: nfwiddifield@nycshs.org

NYC Drawings: Tom Gerbracht: trgerbracht@nycshs.org

NYC Passenger Cars: Dave Mackay: dtmackay@nycshs.org

NYCentral Modeler
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NYCSHS Announces Another New Exciting Book

Hojack – Remembering the RW&O
Railroad and Division
By Peter Gores & John Taibi, with David Link & Richard Palmer

products to paper and Hematite ore. Over time, the
railroad transitioned from early to more modern
steam locomotives, which eventually gave way to the
Diesel era. The railroad changed as well. Not just from
the RW&O to the NYC&HR, but to the (new) New York
Central Railroad and on to the Penn Central, Conrail,
and CSX eras.

The New York Central System Historical Society
announces another great book about one of the NYC
railroads.
HOJACK is the definitive story of the historic and
surviving contemporary lines of the Rome, Watertown
& Ogdensburg Railroad and – after its 1891 acquisition
by the New York Central & Hudson River Railroad –
the RW&O Division. The word Hojack is a term of
endearment that has always meant the RW&O railroad
past, and even present lines.
At its height, the RW&O Division was comprised of
just over 700 miles of trackage, which spanned the
length and breadth of upstate New York. The RW&O
railroad and division extended from the Adirondacks
to the Niagara Escarpment, and from the Mohawk
River Valley to the St. Lawrence River and on into
Canada via Massena. The RW&O was a diversified
railroad whose far-flung territory produced
shipments of everything from apples to forest

HOJACK would not be a complete work if it did not also
explore the shortline railroads that developed because
of the emergence of the RW&O as a through trunk
railroad. Shortlines, such as the Lowville & Beaver
River, the Massena Terminal, and the Norwood & St.
Lawrence – just to name a few – are also thoroughly
presented historically and contemporarily in HOJACK.
To satisfactorily present all of this, HOJACK is
composed of 12 chapters, totaling 768 pages, upon
which are displayed 1,392 images (266 color) – maps,
black and white photographs, color photographs,
drawings, and ephemera. Because of this, Authors
Peter Gores and John Taibi, along with the assistance
of David Link and Richard Palmer can authoritatively
proclaim that HOJACK is a complete work regarding
its presentation of historic fact and current presence
supported by the above imagery.
Over time, the authors have produced over 55 books
dealing with railroading’s history, mostly within New
York State. We know what makes a book interesting
and informative. HOJACK does this as well. MSRP
$114.95
Dealers Inquires Welcome at:
nfwiddifield@NYCSHS.org

• MSRP $114.95 plus $18.00 S&H. (Shipping higher to Canada, Mexico, & overseas - Contact us for
shipping cost) - Ohio residents add 8% tax.
• Members’ price $91.96 plus $18.00 S&H (20% off MSRP) - Ohio residents add 8% tax.
• All proceeds go to the NYCSHS.
• A very limited quantity of numbered and signed copies available at $250 plus $18.00 shipping.
• Very limited run and no reprints.
• Order the book in the NYCSHS Collinwood Shop at www.NYCSHS.net.
• Or send completed order form and check or money order to address below.
NYCSHS, Hojack
P.O. Box 1597
Leesburg, VA 20177-1597
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ORDER FORM -

Hojack – Remembering the RW&O Railroad &
Division

Name: __________________________________Phone#______________________________________

Address: _____________________________________________________________________________

City and State/Province: _______________________________________________________________

Country: _____________________________________Zip/Mail Code:__________________________

NYCSHS Membership # (For Discount) ___________________# of Copies___________________

Amount Enclosed: _______________ Ohio residents add 8% sales tax.

For additional information contact us at: NYCSHS@verizon.net

Mail to:
NYCSHS, Hojack
P.O. Box 1597, Leesburg, VA 20177-1597

Single Book Prices
NYCSHS
Member
$91.96

Non-Member
Price
$114.95

Shipping
Cost*
$18.00

Ohio
Sales Tax
8%

* Postage has increased dramatically, and we have no control over that. Extra packaging is also necessary to ensure
safe shipping for this heavy book.

Limited Edition Signed Copy
Members price & non-member price: $250 plus $18.00 S&H – Ohio residents add 8% Ohio Sales Tax ($20.00)

Dealer Inquires Welcome at: Treasurer@NYCSHS.org
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Steve Lasher/Russ Weis – Let It Snow, Let It Snow, Let It Snow

Page 53

Steve Lasher was born in Cleveland; he developed an early interest in the
NYC. After stints of working for the Rock Island and then Cotton Belt, a career
change led to a 30-year career in nursing. He currently resides in
Jeffersonville, IN and derives great pleasure from making Russ Weis cringe
with new improvements and projects.
Russ Weiss is a retired airline pilot, but he always had a love of trains.
Growing up in the Detroit area, his father at my request would take him to
the Michigan Central station to watch the trains come and go. It is no wonder
why he wanted to model the New York Central with Buffalo being the main
focal point of the layout for all the possibilities with operations.

CharlieCrawford – Upgrading An Atlas/Kato RS-3

Page 60

Charlie has been modeling the New York Central’s Adirondack Division
in HO for over 20 years. After retiring several years ago, he moved his
layout forward 25 years to 1952. He and his wife Karen welcomed their
first grandchildren, twins Luca and Louie Crawford, this fall. They also
bought a summer cabin in Old Forge, NY. Now Charlie’s morning walks
can include Thendara Depot. Charlie and his wife live in Marietta Georgia when they are not
in the Adirondacks.
Charlie will be bringing an abbreviated modular version of his Adirondack Division to the
convention in Albany. This is Charlie’s third article for the New York Central Modeler.

Seth Lakin – NYC NW2 Switchers – Part 1 – The Prototype

Page 72

Seth Lakin grew up a few blocks away from the crossing of NYC's Water Level
Route and Michigan Central mainline at Porter, IN. However, his earliest railroad
memories are not of NYC trains, but of diesels of the late 1970s and early 1980s
Conrail. This is Seth’s eleventh article as he continues to share his modeling talents
with us. Seth is chair of the NYCSHS Model Committee and is a prolific modeler

Noel Widdifield – The NYCentral Modeler Tool Shop

Page 77

Noel has been a director in the NYCSHS since 2011 and has served as
the Business Manager/Tresurer since 2013. He is also the editor of this
magazine and webmaster of the Society’s website, MailChimp, Survey
Monkey, and he supports several other functions for the Society.
He served 20 years in the USAF flying aircraft and after retirement worked in the
NYCentral Modeler
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defense/intelligence industry retiring as the COO of a Northrop Grumman company. He then
started his own company, grew it, and then sold it after another 15 years. He and his wife,
Ann, also a NYCSHS sustaining member, have two children, five granddaughters and twin
great-grandchildren.
In the next issue, Brian Marotta will be assuming the lead for this section.

Joe Rothwell – O-Scale Live Steam NYCS Hudson Chassis – Part 2

Page 82

Joe is German-born and raised in California. Like most kids, he built and
proudly displayed plastic cars, ships, and planes. He soon met with BB guns
and or firecrackers for a sensational ending with his brothers and friends in
attendance. Next, he turned to balsa airplanes, U-control and RC models.
There was no limit to the types of materials he worked with. He used whatever was best for
the job. The hobby has led him to many interesting projects with one ending in a two-day ride
in a 425-foot nuclear submarine (Ben Franklin class) out of Pearl Harbor as the captain’s guest.
This was a partial payment for a 5-foot fiberglass model sub he had built for the captain.
Train sets were always in his mix of hobbies and live steam has been his most recent activity
although he still runs N-scale NYC equipment on a 4x6 layout. Why NYC? Who else has a
Hudson, Mohawk or the legendary Niagara? No one, of course! Another of his interests is
wind-up toys, with trains and submarines being topmost. Land Surveying has footed his
hobby bill and the rest he says he wasted. This is Joe’s second article in the NYCentral Modeler.

Bob Chapman – Building Westerfields’ 70-Ton USRA Hopper

Page 93

Bob Chapman is a lifelong model railroader, currently modeling his
hometown Cincinnati in HO with its seven fallen flags – B&O, C&O,
L&N, NYC, N&W, PRR, and SR. He enjoys writing about the hobby, with
over 100 published articles in Model Railroader, Railroad Model Craftsman,
Mainline Modeler, and several historical societies, along with co-authoring the book L&N
Passenger Trains.
On the prototype, Bob achieved his lifelong dream as a licensed steam locomotive engineer,
running for ten years on Michigan’s narrow gauge Huckleberry Railroad and Iowa’s Boone &
Scenic Valley Railroad.
Bob attended University of Cincinnati and Stanford University and enjoyed a 34-year career
with Dow Corning in Midland, Michigan. He and Barb currently reside in Highlands Ranch,
Colorado.

NYCentral Modeler
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William Botkin - Modeling a NYC 60’ Heavyweight Baggage Car

Page 100

Bill Botkin has been fascinated about railroads in one form or another since
the age of three. His passion has been capturing great railroad subjects on
film as a railroad photographer since the early 1960s including steam
operations around the world. By the mid 1990’s Bill was involved in
another passion, model railroading. Born in Morristown, New Jersey along
the Lackawanna Railroad Bill’s modeling artistic talents has been to bring
to life the DL&W. Focusing on the steam to diesel transition and the
Lackawanna Railroad in the early 1950’s, Bill’s layout represents Port
central New Jersey in HO which includes the double track mainline, a large yard and the rural
Sussex Branch. He is an NMRA and Opsig member who along with his wife, Kate, enjoys
participating in Denver - area op sessions. Bill has authored numerous articles for modeling
publications.

I m a g in e Y ou rs elf P ictu red H ere w ith th e T itle of Y ou r A rticle a n d P a g e #
We know that you are a great modeler, and we would love to see some of your work here in
the NYCentral Modeler. Articles are pretty easy to do, and our readers would love to hear about
your layout, collection, and your modeling skills.
All it takes is for you to spend some time to take photos of your layout and then to write about
it. Developing an outline helps keep you on track. Or if you are building something for your
hobby, just take photos as you build and then write the article from the photos. If you have a
collection, just take some time to photograph some of your favorites and then just write about
how and why you have collected what you have. We have some material we can send you to
help you with writing the article and tips on how to take excellent photos to go with the article.
We are prepared to help you do this. All you need to do is contact us and we will provide the
help and guidance that will allow you to write a great article to share with all of us.
nfwiddifield@NYCSHS.org
And if you are a first-time author for the NYCentral Modeler you will receive a NYCSHS
Author’s t-shirt for your first effort. If you have written for us before, you know the satisfaction
of seeing your excellent modeling efforts here on these pages.

NYCSHS Website – Where you can find out everything NYCSHS – www.NYCSHS.org

NYCentral Modeler
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Hall of Heroes- We have one new author to receive our NYCSHS
Magazine Writer T-Shirt for his
first article in the magazine.
There is one new author, William Botkin in this edition, who gets a t-shirt in this edition.
This edition has several veteran writers for the NYCentral Modeler!!!

Why don’t you write one for us???

NYCentral Modeler – “Mystery Photo”

Tell us what you think this might be and where it was located. Send your answers to
nfwiddifield@NYCSHS.org

NYCentral Modeler
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NYC Lines Magazine May 1929

Order Your Copy Of This Fascinating Collection

https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Archive-Products-Photos-and-Val-Maps-_c_180.html

Some of the great photos and ads from the

NYCentral Modeler
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New York Central Lines Magazine

Looking up Park Avenue from Thirty-fourth Street, New York, toward Grand Central Terminal, the
New York Central Building, recently completed, rising directly behind it.
At night, the tower, which is overlaid with gold leaf, shines with lights that are visible the length of
Manhattan Island and even in New Jersey,

Be Sure To Order Your Copy Of This Intersting Collection
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Archive-Products-Photos-and-Val-Maps-_c_180.html

NYCentral Modeler
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Did Your Grandfather or Great-Grandfather Work Here, Or See

the NYCS Headlight 1960’s Magazine For Employees?

Honoring NYCS employees!!!

A Warning That Teamsters Were Suggesting That You Should
Only Buy A Car From Dealer Who Had It Shipped By Truck
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Archive-Products-Photos-and-Val-Maps-_c_180.html

NYCentral Modeler
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The newest collection of NYCS locomotive photos.
Now on Flash Drives!!!

This CD contains a collection of photographs from the NYCSHS archives. It provides a
small number of the several thousand photos that have been scanned by NYCSHS
Archive volunteers over many years. The majority of archive photo collection comes
from the many photos saved when the NYCS merged to become the Penn Central
Railroad. Additional photos came from individual donors of their collections to the
NYCSHS.
These locomotives were built by a number of manufacturers over the years. They were
sometimes referred to as "Yard Goats" by the NYCS employees. The collection includes
a complete roster of all of the NYC 0-8-0s. An Excel spreadsheet is included with all of
the information available for each photo. (Not always a lot of information as the
photographers did not always leave good documentation.) The spreadsheet has links that
take you directly to the photos. (The links do not work on Mac computers because for
some reason Microsoft chose to disable this capability.)
This product is another of the wonderful historical documents produced by the NYCSHS
archive volunteers.
Don't miss out on this collection of images from the NYCSHS archives. This collection
contains 165 images. https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Digital-Photo-Collections_c_163.html
NYCentral Modeler
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Don’ Miss This One!!
This is a publicity
shot of the ALCoSchenectady, NYC
K-5b, #4915, James
Whitcomb
Riley,
shot at Chicago, IL.

Watch for an additional
announcement for other
up-coming additions to
the expanding collection
of NYC Locomotive
digital photos on flash

drives.

NYC Locomotive Photo Collection “Streamliners”

You can find it at: https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Digital-PhotoCollections_c_163.html
Or just look in the Shop under the Digital Photos section.

Union Station Products Passenger Components
(N-, HO-, S-, & O-Scale)

Union Station Products makes passenger car sides that enable you to model your favorite
railroad's passenger cars. All sides are undecorated in white styrene and come with window
glazing. Most sides will also come with floor plans and a photo of the car. They require a core
kit or donor r-t-r car to complete. It is possible to build any NYC lightweight car with these
sides. The descriptions allow you to be sure your are buying the correct version.
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Union-Station-Products-_bymfg_67-0-1.html
NYCentral Modeler
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NYCentral Modeler New Staff
The NYCentral Modeler Announces New Staff Editions

Catherine Knowles
Grammar & Layout
Proof Editor

R.B. Phillips
Technical & Modeling
Proof Editor

Brian Marotta
Tool Shop Editor

Catherine Knowles was born into a New York Central family; her father, both grandfathers,
most uncles and family friends all worked in the Dewitt Yards. As a child, her father would
take her to the diesel engine house and yard where she would “drive the trains” and blow the
horns on a variety of diesel locomotives. The railroad bug was instilled in her at an early age,
and she lovingly refers to herself as a “railroad brat.”
Catherine lives in Maine, is an ordained minister and board-certified chaplain, although she
is recently semi-retired from full time ministry. She has two adult sons, Brian and Alex, who
live in New York State with their families. She has recently purchased a home and will be
restarting her HO scale layout based loosely on Dewitt’s engine facilities and yards.
R. B. Phillips was born in 1952 and grew up living next to the Mohawk Division of the Central
and has only occasionally been out of earshot of active railroads ever since. R. B.' s first train
was Athearn HO with Atlas track, in the summer 1958, soon to be followed by more sensible
(for 5 3/4-year old’s) O-27 trains from his father’s 5 & 10 store.
He would watch Central trains on long summer evenings at a small-town crossing (complete
with Blue Coal dealer) from 1958 through 1963. The Ohio State Limited, still a good train,
usually closed the evening. Though school, hot rodding, and career travel interfered, he
returned to his NYC in 2006 by sketching then building a layout that fit his old four-track roots
(Utica, Whitesboro, and Little Falls NY) into a compact 14’ x 11’ layout.

NYCentral Modeler
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NYCentral Modeler New Staff
Brian Marotta While progress on his layout hasn’t always been on an upward slope, Brian
Marotta has modeled the New York Central since 1998. He has been collecting N scale for
most of his life, when his mother bought him a basic N scale train set when they lived in an
apartment and didn’t have space for anything larger. As a child in the 1980s, he would spend
time watching trains along both sides of the Hudson River with one of his uncles, who would
provide commentary on the mighty New York Central and its famous trains that used to ply
the rails. Modeling a small section of the Hudson Division allows him to have a slice of east
coast railroading in his Colorado home.
He juggles his time between model railroading, family time, being active in the outdoors, and
working as an aerospace engineer. He is fortunate to have a wife that fully supports his hobby
and is always willing to push him down into the basement when he needs time to decompress.
His love of trains is also not lost on his 7-year-old daughter, who asked to have her own oval
of N scale to run and happily joins him when he is working on his layout.

R. B. Phillips passenger cars wait in the yard for making up the next B&A train.

Brian Marotta’s first train to traverse the layout after 4 years in storage and before severe
water damage from a pipe leak back in 2019. Then he took part of the layout apart again.

NYCentral Modeler
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Once again as I work to include all the
NYCS models that have come out from
manufacturers, I find myself disappointed
in the limited number that have been made
available over the last three months.
You will notice that the vast majority of
them have come out with very short
suspense’s for ordering. In fact, most you
will find listed have come out and expired
since our last edition and are no longer
available.
The railroad model industry has changed
dramatically over the last few years and
the lack of NYCS models is disturbing. I
clearly indicated that the manufacturers
find NYCS models not very much in
demand.
We also notice a dying off of purchases of
the models we carry in the store. This is
especially true of the limited number of Oscale/gauge and N-scale models we have
been able to offer.
I am unsure what all this means other than
the number of NYCS models continue to
decline in all scales.
If you have any thoughts or comments
about this, send me an email with them.
nfwiddifield@NYCSHS.org
N-Scale Locomotives
Atlas

Introduced in 1949, the Electro-Motive 1500hp
GP-7 combined the machinery of the F7 with a
hood-type carbody that offered high visibility
and easy engine access. The GP-7 was used in
pulling every conceivable type of train and was
sometimes substituted for part of a set of cab
units.
Features: Silver
• Powered low friction drive
• Blackened metal wheels
• Dual brass flywheels
• Directional lighting
• Golden-white LEDs
• AccuMate® couplers
• Two road numbers
•Atlas Silver Sound Ready models are
equipped with a speaker for easy conversion
to sound with the addition of a decoder.
Features: Gold
• DCC
Operation
Features
(GOLD
LOCOMOTIVES ONLY)
• Supports all DCC-programming modes
• DCC includes RailCom and RailComPlus,
with 14, 28 or 128 speed steps and with 2digit and 4-digit addressing.
• Flexible mapping of function keys F0 to F28.
• A total of 6 DCC function outputs are
available, and all can be function mapped
(disable, brightness, light effects)
individually
• Follows all NMRA DCC standards and
recommended practices.
Silver MSRP $139.95/Gold $249.95 Expected
Delivery Winter 2022
These were available for pre-order in the
Collinwood Shop until Mar 9, 2022

Broadway Limited

Master (Silver) N-Scale NYC GP-7

NYCentral Modeler
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Broadway Limited Paragon 4 N-Scale, NYC
Light Pacific Sans Serif Lettering DC, DCC,
Sound)

Product Information:
• Die Cast Boiler Body with Die Cast chassis

for Maximum Tractive Effort

• Traction Tires for Additional Tractive Effort
• (2) Operating MicroTrains - Compatible

Broadway Limited Paragon 4 N-Scale, NYC
#6467, Light Pacific, Battleship Gray (DC,
DCC, Sound)
There were 81 original Light Pacifics built in
1919, and these were delivered to ACL, B&O,
GTW, M&O (GM&O), and L&N. Subsequently,
each of these railroads-built copies, and several
other railroads operated locomotives with
similar dimensions and equipment. The Light
Pacifics were limited to 54,000 lbs. load per axle,
versus 60,000 for the Heavy Pacifics, and this
allowed the Light Pacifics to run on most main
lines.
Light Pacifics follow the original USRA designs
closely. Railroad specific variations are not
modeled on these locomotives. Many Pacifics
used the same 10,000-gallon tender as the
USRA Mikados.
Features:
• Paragon4 Sound & Operation System
•

•

•

•
•

featuring ROLLING THUNDERTM
Authentic Sounds and Prototypical
Operation in both DC and DCC
environments
Integral DCC Decoder with Back EMF for
Industry Best Slow Speed Operation in DC
and DCC
Precision Drive Mechanism engineered for
continuous heavy load towing and smooth
slow speed operation
Premium Caliber Painting with Authentic
Paint Schemes
Prototypical Light Operation with Golden
White LED Headlight

NYCentral Modeler

Couplers

• Operating Headlight
• Separately Applied Handrails, Ladders,

Whistle, and Brass Bell
• Will Operate on Code 55, 70, and 80 Rail
• Recommended Minimum Radius: 9.75
inches
MSRP $369.99 Expected Delivery May 2022
These were available for pre-order in the
Collinwood Shop until Jan 27, 2022
BLI/TrainWorld

NYC Pacemaker Scheme Pacific (Fantasy
Scheme) (Here we go again)

There were 20 original Heavy Pacifics built
in 1919 for the USRA program, and all 20
went to Erie Railroad. From 1923,
numerous copies were built, and many
railroads operated similar locomotives.
Railroad specific variations are not modeled
on these locomotives.
The NYC had none of this model of heavy Pacifics
and certainly none done in this paint scheme!!! We
won’t dignify this model by providing details.
MSRP $295.99 Expected Delivery March 2022
https://www.trainworld.com/shop-bybrand/trainworld-exclusives/broadwaylimited-6936-n-usra-heavy-pacific-4-6-2-nyc4929-pacemaker-red-paragon4-sound-dcdcc.html

2nd Quarter 2022
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N-Scale Rolling Stock
Atlas

60' NYC Coach
FEATURES:
• Based upon prototypes
• Full scale dimensions and details
• All cars include separately applied window
glazing, diaphragms and roof vents
• Detailed interiors
• AccuMate® operating knuckle couplers
• Four road numbers
With these 60' coaches in four road numbers, you
can make a complete train, one that would be
common of an "all stop" local train, a commuter
train or a train that plied branchlines.

MSRP $43.95 Expected Delivery Winter
2022 These were available for pre-order in the
Collinwood Shop until March 9, 2022
Broadway Limited

NYC 40' Steel Boxcar 1930's Variety Set B
(NYC, MC, P&E, B&A) 4-pack
Shortly before World War I, the NYC and PRR
pioneered the construction of all-steel box cars
with steel sheathing. In 1922, the NYC began
delivering their NYC Specification 486 steel box
car. These became the second most populous
steel box cars on Americas railroads, second
only to the PRR X29 cars. From the 1920s
through the late 1950s, these cars could be
found everywhere on the New York Central
system, as well as traveling in interchange
almost everywhere in North America.
Variations in design over the decades were
relatively few. In this production run, all the
models will have rectangular-paneled roofs,
AB brakes, ARA U-section trucks, and a steelgrid running board along the top of the car.
Features:
• Plastic (ABS) body with ABS chassis
• Metal wheels and axles milled for Ultra-

Smooth Friction-Free movement

• Separate applied details include sliding

•
•
•
•

main door, steel roof walkway, brake wheel
and platform
Detailed Underbody
Operating Knuckle Couplers
Will Operate on Code 55, 70, and 80 rail
Minimum Operating Radius: 9 inches.

This production run has rectangular-paneled
roofs, AB brakes, ARA U-section trucks, and a
steel-grid running board along the top of the
car. There are two variations of doors and two
variations of end caps. Some models will have
corrugated
doors
and
some
non-

NYCentral Modeler
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corrugated. The two end-cap variations are 7-8
corrugated ends and Dreadnaught ends.
4-Packs MSRP $104.99 Expected Delivery May
2022 These were available for pre-order in the
Collinwood Shop until February 16, 2022

grid running board along the top of the car.
Features:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Plastic (ABS) body with ABS chassis
Metal wheels and axles milled for UltraSmooth Friction-Free movement
Separate applied details include sliding
main door, steel roof walkway, brake
wheel and platform
Detailed Underbody
Operating Knuckle Couplers
Will Operate on Code 55, 70, and 80 rail
Minimum Operating Radius: 9 inches.

This production run has rectangular-paneled
roofs, AB brakes, ARA U-section trucks, and a
steel-grid running board along the top of the
car. We model two variations of doors and
two variations of end caps. Some models will
have corrugated doors and some noncorrugated. The two end-cap variations are 7-8
corrugated ends and Dreadnaught ends.
4-Packs MSRP $104.99 Expected Delivery May
2022 These were available for pre-order in the
Collinwood Shop until February 16, 2022
40' Steel Boxcar 1950's Variety Set C (NYC,
RDG, DLW, NB) 4-pack
Shortly before World War I, the NYC and PRR
pioneered the construction of all-steel box cars
with steel sheathing. In 1922, the NYC began
delivering their NYC Specification 486 steel box
car. These became the second most populous
steel box cars on Americas railroads, second
only to the PRR X29 cars. From the 1920s
through the late 1950s, these cars could be
found everywhere on the New York Central
system, as well as traveling in interchange
almost everywhere in North America.
Variations in design over the decades were
relatively few. In this production run, all of
our models will have rectangular-paneled roofs,
AB brakes, ARA U-section trucks, and a steel-

NYCentral Modeler

NYC 40' Steel Boxcar Century Green 2-pack

NYC 40' Steel Boxcar Pacemaker 2-pack
These cars come in 2-packs and are the same
cars as the N-scale cars detailed above but
painted in the Century Green and Pacemaker

2nd Quarter 2022
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schemes. Each come in two different road
numbers in each pack.
2-Packs MSRP $54.99 Expected Delivery May
2022 These were available for pre-order in the
Collinwood Shop until February 16, 2022

HO-Scale Locomotives
Broadway Limited

NYC EMD GP35, DC/DCC/Sound
Ubiquitous on American railroads, the EMD
GP35 is a 4-axle diesel-electric locomotive built
by EMD and subsequently General Motors
Diesel in the mid 1960's. Over 1300 of these
locomotives were produced, and they were
operated by virtually every major railroad in
the United States. Additionally, 26 units were
built for Canadian railroads and another 57
units were built for Mexican railroads. These
freight locomotives were powered by EMD
567D3A 16-cylinder engines that generated
2500 horsepower.
Details:
• Truck sideframes
• Dynamic brake hatch
• Open & closed type fans
• Short hood detail arrangement
• Long hood end detail arrangement
• Horn type and location
• Bell location
• Multiple front pilot types
• Multiple rear pilot types
• Accurate cut lever types
• MU receptacle arrangement
• Multiple sunshade options
• Antenna type and location
• Wind deflector type
• Rooftop AC for ATSF type
• Rotary beacon type and location

NYCentral Modeler

Model Features:
Paragon4 Sound & Control System
featuring ROLLING THUNDER
• Integral Dual-Mode Decoder with
Back EMF for Superb Slow Speed
Operation in DC and DCC
• Precision Drive Mechanism
Engineered for Heavy Towing and
Smooth Slow Speed Operation
• All Wheel Electrical Pick-up
• ABS Body with Die Cast Chassis for
Maximum Tractive Effort
• Premium Caliber Painting
• Prototypical Accurate Paint Schemes
and Road Numbers
• Many Separately Applied Details
such as Handrails, Grab Irons, Horn,
Bell, Wipers, and Etched Metal Grills
• Prototypical Light Operation accurate for each paint scheme
• Prototypical Accurate Sounds for the
EMD GP35 Diesel Locomotive
• Metal Kadee-compatible Couplers
(2)
• Will Operate on Code 70, Code 83,
and Code 100 Rail
• Minimum Operating Radius: 18
inches
MSRP $319.99 Expected Delivery Nov 2022
These are available in the Collinwood Shop
•

HO-Scale Rolling Stock
Accurail
T&OC USRA Twin Hopper

MSRP $18.98 Expected Delivery 2022
These are available in the Collinwood Shop.
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Atlas

MSRP $89.95.95 Expected Delivery Winter
2022 These were available for pre-order in the
Collinwood Shop until March 9, 2022

Pullman 10-1-1 Sleeper

Bethlehem Car Works

The 10 section - 1 drawing room - 1
compartment design of plans 3973 and 3973a
were among Pullman’s many popular sleeping
car configurations. Over 117 of these cars were
built for various railroads, carrying some of the
most colorful Pullman names, often named for
various Indian chiefs. After Pullman disbanded
in the late 1940s, many of these sleepers were
sold to various railroads nationwide, where
they continued in service into the 1960s.
Two of the HO Pullman 10-1-1's that are being
offered were sold to the NYC in the Pullman
divestiture.
20 006 610 Pullman Boreas Range Pullman
Green.
20 006 611 Pullman MacIntyre Range Pullman
Green.
The Pullman Car construction record shows
that both were sold to NYC in 1948 and leased
back to Pullman until 1956. They would end up
being numbered NYC 11028 and 11029 after
1956. In the construction records it appears that
they stayed in Pullman green paint up through
at least 1956.
Features:
Full interior detailing
Scale operating diaphragms
Full, separately applied underbody
detail (brake piping, steam traps, brake
rigging, etc.)
• Scale window glass
• Detailed trucks with free-rolling metal
wheels
• Recommend 24” Radius Minimum
• AccuMate® couplers
Road names - Boreas Range & MacIntyre
Range

NYC Baggage-Horse Car
Kit has 3D printed sides with resin roof and ends.
Includes decals but no trucks or couplers.
MSRP $67.50 Expected Delivery Now
These are available in the Collinwood Shop

HO-Scale Structures (Sold at Amherst and
available in the Collinwood Shop)

HO-Scale NYCS Rectangular Post Whistle
Post (10-Pack)
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/nycshsmodels.html
HO-Scale NYCS Narrow Post Whistle Post
(10-Pack)
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/nycshsmodels.html

S-Scale Locomotives
American Flyer

•
•
•

NYCentral Modeler

NYC Legacy Pacific
FEATURES:
•
•
•

RailSounds Fan-driven smoke
LEGACY Control DCC Control LEGACY
Directional LED lighting

2nd Quarter 2022
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Electro coupler on rear of tender
Traction tires
Illuminated cab interior
Engineer and fireman figures
Gauge: S Gauge
Brand: Lionel
Length: 15.5
Minimum Curve: R27
Road Name: New York Central
Road #: 4890
MSRP $629.99 Expected Delivery Pre-Order
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

O-Scale Locomotives

decades, many USRA Mikes outlasted later,
more modern steam engines because they were
relatively simple and durable.
Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

MTH

•
•
•
•

Premier O-Scale NYC USRA Light Mikado
W/PS3.0 (3-Rail)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

During World War I, Uncle Sam nationalized
the railroads when they proved unequal to the
task of moving massive amounts of men and
material for the war effort. The agency that ran
the trains was the United States Railroad
Administration, or USRA, and one of its chief
accomplishments was the creation of 12 steam
engine designs that lasted for decades.
According to the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, USRA locomotives were
"the first successful standardization of
American motive power" - and the only
standard designs until the diesel era.
The most popular of the USRA designs was the
2-8-2 Mikado, which was heavy main line
steam power in the World War I era. The USRA
designs were modern but conservative. They
incorporated the best practices of their day, but
broke little new ground. After the war, the basic
designs were used by railroads across the
nation, and about one-quarter of the Mikados
built in the United States were either of USRA
designs or descendants of those designs. While
Mikados were generally relegated to lesser
duties as heavier power arrived in succeeding

NYCentral Modeler

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Detailed, Die-Cast Boiler and Chassis
Detailed, Die-Cast Tender Body
Authentic Paint Scheme
Real Tender Coal Load
Die-Cast Locomotive Trucks
Hand painted Engineer and Fireman
Figures
Metal Handrails, Whistle and Bell
Metal Wheels and Axles
Remote Controlled Proto-Coupler
O-Scale Kadee-Compatible Coupler
Mounting Pads
Prototypical Rule 17 Lighting
Constant Voltage LED Headlight
Operating LED Firebox Glow
Operating LED Marker Lights
Lighted LED Cab Interior
Operating Tender LED Back-up Light
Powerful Precision Flywheel-Equipped
Motor
Synchronized Puffing ProtoSmoke
System
Steaming Quillable Whistle
Locomotive Speed Control In Scale
MPH Increments
Wireless Drawbar
1:48 Scale Dimensions
Onboard DCC/DCS Decoder
Proto-Scale
3-2
3-Rail/2-Rail
Conversion Capable
Proto-Sound 3.0 With The Digital
Command System Featuring Quillable
Whistle With Freight Yard Proto-Effects
Unit Measures: 21” x 2 5/8” x 3 11/16”
Operates On O-42 Curves

MSRP $1299.95 Expected Delivery Mid 2022
These were available for pre-order in the
Collinwood Shop until Jan 2022
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3rd Rail Division Sunset Models

NYC Alco FA-1
Features:
• 2-rail with ESU Loksound DC/DCC with
sound
• 3-rail with ERR cruise, TMCC with
railsounds 5.0
• Smoke
• Remote coupler
• No China drive – tank drive system with
metal U-joints and ball bearing axel
supports
• All units powered
• All drivers powered
• Fixed pilots
• 48” minimum radius
MSRP TBA Expected Delivery TBA
www.3rdrail.com

O-Scale Structures (Sold at Amherst and
available in the Collinwood Shop)
O-Scale NYCS Rectangular Post Whistle Post
(10-Pack) Look for them in the Shop
O-Scale NYCS Narrow Post Whistle Post (10Pack) Look for them in the Shop

Catalogs

Atlas O Premier Catalog Winter 2021-2022

Walthers 2022 HO-N- Z-Scales

MSPR $18.98 Expected Delivery Now

Magazines

Classic Toy Trains – March/April 2022

“Photo Album” – Howard Zern’s O-Gauge
Layout” p. 13
Howard’s Post - WW-II layout with a lineup of
NYC heavyweight cars shown in the center of
his layout.
“A Loss In S-Gauge”, p. 20 by Don
Heimburger
This is an article about Ron Bashista, founder of
S-gauge American Models and history of the
company.
“Tribute to A Hi-Rail Pioneer” by Neal A.
Schorr, pp. 31 – 36
An article about Herb Lindsay and his O-gauge
layout. Photos of NYCS locomotives and
rolling stock and the story of an O-hi-rail
pioneer. He modeled NYC & PRR scenes,
locomotives and rolling stock on his 25’ X 26’
layout.

MSRP Free Expected Delivery Now
Shop.atlasrr.com
Classic Trains – Spring 2022

NYCentral Modeler
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Classic Trains – Spring 2022

The story of how the United Railway Historical
Society of New Jersey acquired, restored and
began to operate the NYC Hickory Creek and
its companion car, NYC tavern-lounge car No,
43 that once operated on the 20th Century Limited.
Railroad Model Craftsman – February 2022

“Suburban Stalwarts” by Kevin J. Holland,
pp. 16 – 23
The author provides an excellent overview of
the railroads and tank locomotives that server
the urban terminals and commuter railroads in
the days of steam. The New York Central and
Boston & Albany are covered, as are some of
the tank locomotives hauling the trains on
those railroads. Some excellent photos of the
NYC and B&M locos are included.
“The Best Day Ever” by Victor Hand, pp. 43 –
51
NYCSHS member, Victor Hand, renowned
photographer, photographs the railroads of
Wyoming and Colorado in 1968. No NYCS
coverage, but we included this because Victor
is a member of the NYCSHS.

“Staging a Steam-Era Engine Terminal” by
Rick DeCandido, pp. 52 – 61
Rich tells about his proto-freelanced HO-scale
NYCS layout with portable transversing
staging tables. He provides a detailed
description of the construction and use of these
tables o allow him to simulate the servicing of
NYC locomotives on his compact NYCS layout.
This is a follow-up article to his earlier one in
this magazine in their January 2020 issue.
“Kitbashed Tower for East Syracuse” by Steve
Lasher. Pp. 58 - 61

One page coverage of the 1950 Central Union
Terminal in Toledo owned by the NYCS.
Includes excellent photographs of the exterior
and interior of the terminal.

Steve, NYCSHS member and NYCentral
Modeler author, details how he transformed a
Tyco Interlocking Tower Kit (#7772) into the
interlocking tower for Syracuse to display on
his friend, Russ Weis’s, NYCSHS member’s
HO-scale NYC layout.

Railfan & Railroad – January 2022

News

“Bumping Post -Toledo’s Glass Edifice” p. 83

Ron Bashista, owner of the S-gauge American
Models, died December 4, 2021. According to
the company website, his family intends to
keep the business going.

“Preservation Topics” “Bringing the 20th
Century to Life” by Kevin Phalon, pp. 73 – 74

NYCentral Modeler
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Another New Exciting Book

From Grand Central to Albany
By John M. Ham

magnificent steam and early diesel photos
taken along the Water Level Route by some
of the most noted rail photographers of the
20th Century. Many of the images within
have not previously been published and
their original negatives and prints have
been graciously loaned to the author by
different Historical Societies and collectors
to scan and present to readers on the pages
within.
This 336-page volume contains not only
superb New York Central photos, but
images of connecting railroads and
industries of all sorts that were served by
the Central in one capacity or another.
There are even mining railroads that we
had known little about before doing our
extensive research.
Over the years numerous books have been
produced depicting trains along the old
New York Central Main Line between New
York City and Albany. Early ones dealt
mainly with locomotive and equipment
roster shots with some fine scenic views
tossed in here and there. More recent
publications deal with modern day diesel
and electric trains and the photo quality in
most are really good. Several fine books
have been done recently regarding the days
of Penn Central, Conrail, Amtrak, and the
MTA.

There are more than 650 images between
the covers. We hope you will be taking this
trip up the scenic Hudson Valley with us
and enjoy it as much as we have.
•

•

MSRP $79.95 NYCSHS Members $59.96

Shipping is $12.00 for US buyers and
Ohio residents pay 8% Ohio Sales Tax
Non-US buyers pay actual shipping
costs and must include a valid phone
number to allow shipping outside the
US.

The focus of this book on the Central’s
“Glory Years” using a multitude of
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ORDER FORM

From Grand Central to Albany

Name:_______________________________________________________________________________
Address:_____________________________________________________________________________
City and State/Province:_______________________________________________________________
Country:_____________________________________Zip/Mail Code:__________________________
Phone Number or Email address(Required):_____________________________________________

NYCSHS Membership # (For Discount) ___________________# of Copies___________________

Amount Enclosed:_______________ Ohio residents add 8% sales tax.

For additional information contact us at: NYCSHS@verizon.net

Mail to:
NYCSHS, From Grand Central to Albany
P.O. Box 1597, Leesburg, VA 20177

Single Book Prices
NYCSHS
Member
$59.96

Non-Member
Price
79.95

Shipping & Handling
Cost Should be added
To All Orders
$12.00 For US only orders

Ohio
Sales Tax
Ohio Residents must add
8%

Non-Us Buyers will pay actual shipping costs and must include a valid phone number for shipment. Please
call or email us for actual shipping costs to your location before sending us a check for the book.

We accept checks for US funds only.
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NYCSHS Is Offering A Very Interesting Book

P&LE in Allegheny County
Vol 1 Pittsburgh to Esplen
By Jack Polaritz, Susanne C. Hudson, & John W. Hudson

The New York Central System Historical
Society announces the offering of a
Depot Square Publishing book for sale.
This is the first of two planned books on the
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad in
Allegheny County. The city of Pittsburgh had
the potential to be a major industrial center
but for the freight discrimination imposed by
the Pennsylvania Railroad. Every new rail
outlet built to offer an alternative to the
Pennsy was eventually taken over by that
company. The only route left was a
narrow corridor along the Monongahela
River threading through steel mills. lead
works, glass factories, and other industries.
Pittsburgh yearned for independent rail
service but was unable to secure it until
William McCreery, John Dravo, James
Bennett, Jacob Henrici and the Harmony
Society, and others banded together to found
and construct the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.
Building on four miles of trestle work
through South Side—at times into the
Monongahela River—to get to McKees
Rocks, the P&LE eventually reached
Youngstown, OH where connections were

made with the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern (New York Central) and the
Atlantic & Great Western (Erie), 68 miles
from the Steel City.
Growing to over 200 miles of mainline, the
P&LE hauled so much tonnage in iron ore,
steel, bituminous coal, coke. oil, and
limestone that it became the largest revenue
per ton mile railroad that ever operated in
America.
This 322-page book opens with the story of
the pivotal meeting that formed the P&LE
when the founders and industrialists went to
war with each other. The result was a railroad
independent of the Pennsy and answerable
only to the needs of Pittsburgh. It is no
wonder that the line acquired the nickname
“The Little Giant.” 373 black & white
photographs, maps, engravings, and other
ephemera form the nexus of this story. Years
of research into the history of the P&LE and
the local industries and environs served to
elicit a wonderful story about the line and its
association with the region.
29

Images of P&LE, motive power, rolling stock,
facilities, the South Side complex, steel mills
and other industries, the “company” villages
that housed the mill workers and their
families,
and
steamboats
on
the
Monongahela and Ohio rivers bring the story
to life. This title is printed at 175-line screen
on 80# Sterling Premium gloss paper as a
flat-backed, Smyth-sewn, oblong, laminated
hardcover with an additional protective gloss
film lamination. Factory shrink wrapped.
And as usual, the book is proudly
manufactured in the USA.
ORDER FORM

•

MSRP $74.95 NYCSHS Members
$56.21 and that is a 25% discount

•

Shipping is $12.00 for US buyers and
Ohio residents pay 8% Ohio Sales
Tax
If purchased in the Collinwood
Shop the shipping charge will be
added to the price for US buyers

•

Non-US buyers pay actual shipping
costs

P&LE In Allegheny County Vol. 1

Name:_______________________________________________________________________________
Address:_____________________________________________________________________________
City and State/Province:_______________________________________________________________
Country:_____________________________________Zip/Mail Code:__________________________
Phone Number or Email address(Required):_____________________________________________

NYCSHS Membership # (For Discount) ___________________# of
Copies___________________
Amount Enclosed:_______________ Ohio residents add 8% sales tax.
For additional information contact us at: NYCSHS@verizon.net

Mail to:
NYCSHS, P&LE in Allegheny County, Vol.1
P.O. Box 1597
Leesburg, VA 20177

Single Book Prices
NYCSHS
Member
$56.21

Non-Member
Price
$74.95

Shipping &
Cost
Handling
$12.00*

Ohio
Sales Tax
8%

*Must be added to your price for all books member or non-member.
Non-Us Buyers will pay actual shipping costs. They will be calculated in the Collinwood Shop.
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A Very Interesting Book
Lima Locomotive Works Vol. 1 Super-Power Steam
Locomotives (Re-release)
Soft Cover

Lima Loco Works
72 pages softcover
This reproduces 4 Lima Locomotive
Works catalogs:
Lima Super-Power Steam Locomotives:
1926 - This catalog details the benefits of
the Super-Power Steam Locomotive, a
look at the tests performed on the
engines, the operating results of the
Boston & Albany 2-8-4 Berkshires, the
Texas & Pacific 2-10-4 Texas Types and
the new Illinois Central 2-8-4 then under
construction.
Lima Super-Power Steam Locomotives:
1930- This catalog looks at the use and
performance of the Super-Power engines
built for the Boston & Albany (2-8-4
Berkshires), Texas & Pacific (2-10-4
Texas Types), Illinois Central (2-8-4
Berkshires), Erie (2-8-4 Berkshires),
Boston & Maine (2-8-4 Berkshires) and
the components used in Super-Power
Steam Locomotives.

Lima Locomotive Works Bulletin No.
102. This is a brief look at some of the
Super-Power Steam Locomotives built
by Lima.
Includes photos and
specifications of the locomotives.
Lima Locomotive Works Bulletin No. R2. This bulletin shows a variety of Lima
Locomotives from small switchers to
larger 4-8-2s, 2-8-2 and 2-10-2s.
•

•
•

MSRP $35.00 NYCSHS Members $28.00
and that is a 20% discount

Shipping is $10.00 for US buyers and
Ohio residents pay 8% Ohio Sales
Tax
If purchased in the Collinwood
Shop the shipping charge will be
added to the price for US buyers
Non-US buyers pay actual shipping
costs
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ORDER FORM

Lima Locomotive Works Vol. 1

Name:_______________________________________________________________________________
Address:_____________________________________________________________________________
City and State/Province:_______________________________________________________________
Country:_____________________________________Zip/Mail Code:__________________________
Phone Number or Email address(Required):_____________________________________________

NYCSHS Membership # (For Discount) ___________________# of
Copies___________________
Amount Enclosed:_______________ Ohio residents add 8% sales tax.
For additional information contact us at: NYCSHS@verizon.net

Mail to:
Lima Locomotive Works, Vol.1
P.O. Box 1597
Leesburg, VA 20177

Single Book Prices
NYCSHS
Member
$28.00

Non-Member
Price
$35.00

Shipping & Handling
Cost
$10.00*

Ohio
Sales Tax
8%

*Must be added to your price for all books member or non-member.
Non-Us Buyers will pay actual shipping costs. They will be calculated in the Collinwood Shop.
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Another Set of Exciting Books
Railroads of New York's
Capital District

This book of 128 pages with over 200
illustrations begins with a look at the pioneer
railroads in the area. The New York's Capital
District became an important railroad hub very
early. There were railroads built headed in
every direction and this makes this book very
interesting beginning with the first chapter.
The second chapter covers Albany and vicinity
with information and photos of the NYC's West
Albany shops, the Albany Union Station and
the railroads that served Albany's industrial
area.
Coverage of Schenectady includes info and
photos of the GE works, ALCo's locomotive
facilities where NYC locos were built, Albany
Union Station, and Rotterdam Junction where
NYC and B&A interchanged.
The Troy area is covered with a look at Troy's
Union Station and coverage of the railroad
traffic through the heart of the city.
The final chapter reviews many of the historic
locations and facilities that have long passed
into railroad memory. This book preserves
many of these and is a very interesting and
enjoyable read for NYC fans.

Available now. Order yours today!!!
MSRP $28.99 NYCSHS Members' Price $23.19
and that is 20% off with mailing!
Mailing is included & Ohio residents pay 8%
Ohio Sales Tax

Railroad Atlas – New
York’s Capital Region

This atlas of railroads in New York's Capital
Region (Albany, Schenectady, Troy, Saratoga
Springs, Mechanicville, Colonie, Green Island,
Rotterdam Junction, etc.) has 180 full color,
high quality maps printed on glossy paper for
easy viewing. An index aids in finding specific
maps, and a detailed description of them is
given on each page.
Maps cover the years 1840 to 2019, emphasizing
the late 1800s and early 1900s at the peak of
railroading. Detailed maps include the West
Albany Shops, Colonie Shops, Green Island
Shops, Rensselaer Shops, John Street Shops,
Bull Run Yard, Selkirk Yard, Mechanicville
Yard, Adams Street Yard, and the union
stations of Albany, Troy, Schenectady, and
Saratoga Springs. Smaller communities are also
shown, such as the covered turntable at Salem,
the yard at Ravena, the maze of tracks at Green
Island, and the facilities at Rotterdam Junction.
Several large industries that extensively
utilized the railroads were added, such as
General Electric, Schenectady Locomotive
Works, International Paper, the Port of Albany,
and the factories in North Albany/Menands.

Available now. Order yours today!!!
MSRP $60.95 NYCSHS Members' Price $49.96
and that is with mailing!
Mailing is included and Ohio residents add 8%
Ohio Sales Tax

Use This Form For US Orders Only!!
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Golden Age Of Railroads in
New York’s Capital District

Order Form
Golden Age of Railroads of New York’s
Capital District
No. Of Copies: _____@$27.56____________
Railroad Atlas – New York Capital Region
No. Of Copies: _____@$49.96____________
Railroads of New York’s Capital District

The Golden Age of Railroads in New York’s Capital
District describes the exciting history of rail
transportation in the Capital Region of New
York State during the height of operations from
the late 1800s to mid-1900s. Included are
detailed descriptions of the local yards and
shops of three interstate systems, the towns and
industries served, and the effect that the electric
street railways had on the steam railroads and
life in general.
More than 100 vintage photographs and maps.
Several appendices help readers comprehend
just how massive the railroad industry was in
the Capital District.
Vintage photographs include layouts of the
West Albany yard in the late 1800s and in 1920,
the floor plan of the Saratoga trolley station,
multiple photos of the three largest stations
(Albany, Schenectady, Troy), multiple maps
show the railroads photos of all the principal
yards in the area, photos of the railroads
serving industries, and previously unpublished
photos of steam locomotives and trolleys as
they served the Capital District.
The book features early photographs by the late
Joseph Smith, provided by his grandson
Kenneth Bradford. The Golden Age of
Railroads in New York’s Capital District: 161
pages, 8½ X 11, perfect bound soft cover.

Available now. Order yours today!!!
MSRP $32.95 NYCSHS Members' Price
$27.56 and that is with mailing!
Mailing is Included and Ohio residents add
Ohio Sales Tax

No. Of Copies: _____@$23.19____________
Name: _______________________________
Address: _____________________________
City and State/Province:
______________________________________
Country: _____________________________
Zip/Mail Code: _______________________
Phone #: _____________________Required
email Address: _______________________
Required
NYCSHS Membership #________________
Required For Discount
Amount Enclosed: $___________________
Ohio residents be sure to include 8% Ohio
sales tax

Mail to: NYCSHS, Tim Starr Books
P.O. Box 1597, Leesburg, VA 20177
This form is for US orders only. To
order for delivery outside the US go
to the Collinwood Shop at
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/

We accept checks for US funds
only.

Use This Form For US Orders Only!!
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NYCSHS Announces Another New Exciting Book

Know Thy Late Mohawks
By Tom Gerbracht
•

Written by Tom Gerbracht, NYCSHS
Director and former President
Limited production run, hard cover,
using the best paper stock and
outstanding photo reproduction, and
sewn binding for permanency
Very limited quantity of numbered
and signed copies available as a
separate store item

•

•

The New York Central System
Historical Society announces the final
book of the Central’s steam power
triumvirate.
This hard cover book
completes the documentation of the
New York Central’s Mohawk class, the
L-3 and L-4 Mohawks.
•

•
•
•

Detailed history of the late Mohawk
design of 1940, and the final L-4
design of 1942, using official railroad
records and drawings, and profusely
illustrated using an outstanding
collection
of
high-quality
photographs from the Society’s
Collection and other collections,
many previously unpublished
Over 300 pages and photographs,
including a 32-page color section
Informative captions
Useful to modelers and historians

The book describes and illustrates the
original late Mohawk design, and the
evolution of the basic design that
resulted in the L-4 Mohawk, perhaps
the best dual service two-cylinder
steam
locomotive
design
ever
developed. Included is a separate
section on late Mohawk tenders, one of
the secrets of the Mohawk’s success.
Oddities are identified, and the final
days of late Mohawk operation are also
fully documented, including last runs.
The late Mohawk design is compared
with contemporary steam designs used
by other railroads in the Central’s
service area.
•
•

All proceeds donated to the NYCSHS
MSRP $89.99 NYCSHS Members
$71.99

•

Limited number of signed and
numbered copies $250.00
Shipping is $12.00 for US buyers
and Ohio residents pay 8% Ohio
Sales Tax

•

Non-US buyers pay actual shipping
costs

Dealer Inquires Welcome at Treasurer@NYCSHS.org
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ORDER FORM

Know Thy Late Mohawks

Name:_______________________________________________________________________________
Address:_____________________________________________________________________________
City and State/Province:_______________________________________________________________
Country:_____________________________________Zip/Mail Code:__________________________
Phone Number or Email address(Required):_____________________________________________

NYCSHS Membership # (For Discount) ___________________# of
Copies___________________
Signed & Numbered Copies__________________

Amount Enclosed:_______________ Ohio residents add 8% sales tax.

For additional information contact us at: Treasurer@NYCSHS.org

Mail to:
NYCSHS, Know Thy Late Mohawks
P.O. Box 1597
Leesburg, VA 20177-1597

Single Book Prices
NYCSHS
Member
$71.99

Non-Member
Price
89.99

Shipping & Handling
Cost
$12.00

Ohio
Sales Tax
8%

Limited number of signed and numbered copies: $250.00
Non-Us Buyers will pay actual shipping costs. They will be calculated in the Collinwood Shop.

Limited Edition Signed Copy
Members price & non-member price: $250 plus $10.00 S&H – Ohio residents add 8% Ohio
Sales Tax Non-US Buyers must pay actual shipping costs. For mail in orders send email to:
Treasurer@NYCSHS.org for shipping cost.
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NYCSHS Announces a New Exciting Book

Know Thy Early Mohawks
By Tom Gerbracht

standard freight hauler on the railroad and
lasted into 1957, the very end of the
railroad’s steam operations. The Mohawk
type locomotive was the third type of the
famous New York Central steam
triumvirate,
consisting
of
Hudsons,
Mohawks, and Niagaras. The large quantity
of 600 Mohawks operated by the Central,
and their long service life, requires two
books to adequately describe and
document the Mohawk type. The final book
describing the triumvirate, consisting of
“late” Mohawks, is on schedule for release
in 2020.

•

•

•
•
•
•

Detailed history of NYC Early
Mohawks (1916 - 1930) from official
Railroad Record Cards and official
NYC drawings
Over 250 pages and 200 photographs,
many previously unpublished, data,
drawings and a 32-page color section
Written by Tom Gerbracht, NYCSHS
director and former president
Hard cover with complete Early
Mohawks' history
Limited publication run
Very limited quantity of numbered and
signed copies available as a separate
store item

This hard cover book completely
documents the New York Central’s early
Mohawks, built in the period 1916 through
1930. The early Mohawks became the

Know Thy Early Mohawks describes the
original landmark design and its evolution
through the L-2D class of 1930. The design
is compared with predecessor freight
locomotives used by the Central and
contemporary Mountain types used by
other major railroads. The book contains
over 200 high quality photographic images,
many previously unpublished, and data,
drawings, and documentation from the
official New York Central files that will be
useful to modelers and historians. A 32page color section is included.
Available in Collinwood Shop
MSRP $79.95 NYCSHS Members $63.96
Shipping is $12.00 for US buyers
and Ohio residents pay 8% Ohio Sales Tax
Non-US buyers pay actual shipping
costs

Dealer Inquires Welcome at Treasurer@NYCSHS.org
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ORDER FORM

Know Thy Early Mohawks

Name:_______________________________________________________________________________

Address:_____________________________________________________________________________

City and State/Province:_______________________________________________________________

Country:_____________________________________Zip/Mail Code:__________________________

Phone Number or Email address(Required)_____________________________________________

NYCSHS Membership # (For Discount) ___________________# of Copies___________________

Amount Enclosed:_______________ Ohio residents add 8% sales tax.

For additional information contact us at: Treasurer@NYCSHS.org

Mail to:
NYCSHS, Know Thy Early Mohawks
P.O. Box 1597
Leesburg, VA 20177-1597

Single Book Prices
Shipping & Handling
NYCSHS
Non-Member
Ohio
Cost
Member
Price
Sales Tax
$12.00
$63.95
$79.95
8%
Non-Us Buyers will pay actual shipping costs. They will be calculated in the Collinwood Shop.

Limited Edition Signed Copy
Members price & non-member price: $250 plus $10.00 S&H – Ohio residents add 8% Ohio Sales
Tax Non-US Buyers must pay actual shipping costs. For mail in orders send email to:
Treasurer@NYCSHS.org for shipping cost.

Dealer Inquires Welcome at Treasurer@NYCSHS.org
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Hello Noel,
The lower photo on page 15 of the latest NY
Central Modeler is, in fact of the Ashtabula
and Buffalo dock, but it is their dock facility
in Ashtabula Harbor, Ohio, NOT
Cleveland. I would guess that the photo
was taken just after 1910, when Hulett ore
unloaders (four of them are seen in the
distance) became the preferred method of
unloading iron ore along the southern
Great Lakes. George Hulett’s patent was
granted in 1897, and the engineering was
improved by Samuel Wellman early the
next century.
Wellman’s namesake
engineering company is still making heavy
unloading and conveying equipment.
Just out of the photo, to the right, would be
Ashtabula’s second iron ore dock, the
Union Dock, which was also equipped with
four Huletts. The port of Ashtabula’s
tonnage always exceeded Cleveland’s; and
New York Central got the lion’s share of the
tonnage to steel mills in Youngstown, and
along the Ohio River between Youngstown
and Pittsburgh. Cleveland only had one
dock that could even compete with
Ashtabula. That was owned by the
Cleveland and Pittsburgh Railway, a
Pennsy subsidiary. It too had four
Huletts. Today, the C&P dock is preserved
as the only museum honoring Hulett’s
invention. Ashtabula’s harbor was
dredged a few feet deeper than Cleveland’s
harbor. How do I know this? Ashtabula
lost one Hulett during the summer of 1972
(one of George Steinbrenner’s boats
knocked it over while backing out of a dry
dock). My ship, the SS Herbert C. Jackson
scraped bottom twice while trying to access
the C&P facility after being re-routed away
from Ashtabula the week after the

NYCentral Modeler

aforementioned mess. All the Huletts were
gone by 1992 as Great Lakes ships became
self-unloaders.
Could you please have somebody update
this photo’s information in our archive?
Thanks,
Director

Ralph

Schiring

NYCSHS

Ralph,
Although I don’t doubt your information,
the caption came directly from the New
York Central Lines Magazine.
Since it is a direct quote, I am in no position
to take either of you as providing the
correct credit.
Does anyone else want to jump in to try to
solve this mystery?
Thanks, Noel
Dear Mr. Widdifield,
Although I am not strictly speaking a NYC
modeler, I really enjoyed seeing your
online magazine and I think you are doing
a terrific job.
One of my main interests is in New
England intermodal so I really appreciated
Russ Briggs's 3-part article on Flexi-Vans
and
look
forward
to
the
final
installment. Is there any way to contact
him? I would like to discuss purchasing
the 3D parts he created for the Flexi-Van
flatcar.
There was a New Haven-Springfield FlexiVan mail train that ran nearby where I live
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in Connecticut (under Penn Central), so this
equipment has a local connection for me.
Thanks, Bruce Clouette
Bruce,
We also are greatly anticipating the last
part of Russ’s article on the Flexi-Vans. I am
sure Russ is working diligently on finishing
his models and we can anticipate the final
article when he completes the modeling.
I sent him you name and email address and
by now I am sure you two have talked.
Thanks, Noel
NYCSHS,
When modeling the NYCS, a major need in
HO-scale is the plain-Jane four-axle trucked
standard coaches (without the P-70-style
windows on the Spectrum and other standins) that were everywhere especially if one
wants to model commuter zones or
1940s/50s or earlier.
Blueprint Series (with 6 axle trucks!) are as
close as you can get. The old Walthers kits
offered those cars a lot.
I hope somebody steps up! NYC, affiliates, PC,
all had them, and that type of coach was
common on other roads too
Mike Mayer, NYCHS Member
Hi Mike:
I'm writing in response to the e-mail you
sent Noel regarding NYC heavyweight
coaches. Just about every version of the
NYC heavyweight coach has been done by
NYCentral Modeler

somebody in HO. Some versions take a
little more work than others if you want to
model the cars with great accuracy. The
basics include:
1. Branchline heavyweight coach - This is
the classic NYC heavyweight coach, the
version of plating used from 1923 to
1930. NYC had over 700 of these. Great
model.
2. Bethlehem Car Works heavyweight
coach - John Greene did a set of resin sides
that fit on the Branchline coach core and
represent the plating used on the NYC
heavyweight coaches from 1912 to
1921. There were over 700 of the
prototypes produced. Big difference is the
sides, with the balance of the car being
same in terms of assembly.
3. Bethlehem Car Works did a set of sides
for what we call the "West Shore"
coach. The prototype was a late model steel
underframe wooden bodied coach built
just preceding 1912. In the late 20s, NYC
had ACF rebody these cars with steel, but
the wood interior finished remained. The
Bethlehem sides fit on a Branchline
core. The prototype cars were used in
commuter service and were never airconditioned.
When Branchline did the heavyweight
coach (originally as a plastic kit), they also
did 5 heavyweight Pullmans and could
afford to do only two types of trucks. They
chose two different 3 axle trucks that are
suited to the Pullmans. So, the failing of
their coach (Number 1 above) is that you
must buy a set of Walthers or Precision
Scale two-axle trucks to replace the ones
that come with the kit. There have been
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two articles on the NYCSHS Modeler on
how to do the swap. One is relatively easy,
the other a bit more involved.
The prototype cars built under the style in
2 above had a wide variety of trucks under
them, both two and three axle. The "West
Shore" coaches all had two axle trucks.
The two articles I mentioned in the
NYCSHS Modeler (including part two of
the second one in the latest issue) deal with
various upgrades done to the NYC cars
from category 1 above.
I am not familiar with how Atlas has
changed the Branchline tooling to make the
heavyweight coach models into RTR form,
so I can't comment on making changes to
them. Generally, I can do just about
anything in plastic, so I would not fear
taking one of these on.
I am also a modeler of PRR and belong to
the PRRT&HS. The P-70, PRR's standard
coach, really came in several versions for
the years of construction and with the
advent of air conditioning modifications,
the number of different styles exploded. So,
it takes work to do accurate models, even
though the base model, like the Branchline
NYC coach, is available.
I have done three presentations on the
Branchline coach at different NYCSHS
functions and have done extensive research,
so if you need modeling suggestions, I can
provide them.
Regards, Dave Staplin
Hello Noel,

NYCentral Modeler

On the bottom of page 73 of the
NYCentral Modeler, 1st Qtr. 2022 edition, are
these three sentences: "This is the final
article from Bob. He will continue to be the
premier O-gauge writer for our magazine. He
will be really missed.”
The wording leaves me baffled. It is unclear
to me if Blob Shaw will continue his muchappreciated O-gauge articles, or not.
Was the word “not” somehow omitted from
the second sentence?

Could you please reply? As others may be
baffled by this wording, perhaps an on-line
clarification should also be made.

Thanks for including the list of all Bob Shaw’s
articles on page 142.
Thank you, and HAPPY NEW YEAR !
John Neumann
John,
I guess I was not clear, but unfortunately Bob
passed away in December 2021, prior to the
publishing of his final article in our magazine.
We noted that in the “New York Central Extra
Board”, page 11, and in the final pages of the
edition where is photo and life story was
covered. pp. 141-142
Thanks, Noel
Noel,
First of all, Happy New Year.
I am planning an upcoming book on the
NYC Westside Freight Line, under the
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direction of Bob Yanosey of Morning Sun
Books.
I have personal photos of the line taken
around 1980 [Spuyten Duyvil (DV),
72nd Street, 33rd Street down to the meat
packing district], but I am looking for
additional photos to supplement my
pictures, preferably period photos from the
50’s and 60’s. Any scene whether switching,
lineside customers, marine, structures,
yards would be most helpful.
I started this project from an historical
aspect. But having walked the entire line
(except for the inner sanctums of Riverside
Park – for obvious reasons), I became
overwhelmed by the numerous modeling
possibilities (trackwork, carfloat operations,
rock cut scenery – you name it, this line
offers it and more.
Also, if you could suggest a few Oldtimers
I could contact for candid stories /
experiences along this route. I do recall a
series of articles in past issues of the Central
Headlight where trainmen recalled stories
about their fears working the NYC
electrified zone, particularly one person
getting caught in a Northeaster storm at DV
and another account working the R type
freight engines in the westside cut and
having teens dump bedsprings down on
the rooftop pantographs.
Again, any assistance would be most
appreciated, especially access to your
photo archives. And of course, any photos
offered will be covered by a release and
NYCHS Permissive use legends.
Thanking You in Advance,
Stephen A. Williams, Hempstead, NY

NYCentral Modeler

Stephen,
I forwarded your request to our President,
Dave MacKay. We have been in contact
with Bob Yanosey and explained our policy
for costs of photos to be used for a
commercial enterprise. We are happy to
provide the photos requested but charge a
fee for each one when they will be used in
a book being offered for sale by the
requester.
Thanks, Noel
Thank you so much for your assistance,
Noel. I have been on the fence about
joining for a couple years. Your NYC
Modeler is one of the best modeling aids
around. This contact with you may just do
it.
Stephen
Hello,
I would like to find out what information is
available on NYC Tugboat No. 31? My
grandfather was an engineer on that boat
until 1936 or 1937. Any information you can
give me would be greatly appreciated.
Thank you, David Flotard
David,
All we have can be found on our website
at: https://nycshs.org/nycs-researchinformation/

Scroll
down
to
“NYC
Marine
Operations”. There are several articles on
the boats.
Thanks, Noel
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Good morning!!
Thanks for the quick response!
David

Happy New Year’s to you and your family
Noel,
Glancing at the NYC Modeler today inbetween other things. Thank you for your
hard work putting it out.
I’m trying to get a few models ready minus
the laser cut doors and windows. Manuel’s
computer crashed and he lost the drawings
for these.
I’m currently working on the Cold Spring,
NY pedestrian tunnel underpasses.
Applying mortar today but took a photo
yesterday of the other one with half and
half for comparison with the mortar. We’re
trying to determine if these signs were on
these structures directing folks mostly out
of towners as to where to go in them. The
Society photo will probably answer that
being it was taken during our modeling era,
but the thumbnail is too small to tell. I’ll
have to order it and hope it’s a hi-res image
to really zoom in on and see.

I’m taking in-progress photos for an article
of these. I did buy the photo of the
Pedestrian tunnels from 1948. Didn’t see
any signs but the old NYC station was in
use then and might have been on the other
side.
Are we planning on allowing Zoom type
presentations at the Albany Convention? I
won’t attend with the current covid
conditions. I have raspatory issues and
won’t fly from AZ wearing a mask the
whole way, plus a mask in the hotel. The
area is home for us, so nothing looks overly
appealing.
I’ve asked Victor Hand and Manuel if we’re
allowed to do a Zoom style presentation
that we could pitch in and do one between
the three of us contributing for a “Modeling
the NYC Along the Hudson River” or
something like that with track charts,
prototype photos, model photos and scenes
from Victor’s layout. Just a thought.
Larry
Larry,

Larry,

We are exploring finding ways to provide
the convention presentations online. The
presentation slots are full. No room for
anymore but what you proposed would
have been interesting. Why don’t you do it
for one of our YouTube videos.

Nice work. Keep it up. (Photos in the
“NYCSHS Members’ Photos” section of this
issue.)

As to the Covid requirements, we have
really no choice. It is required for indoor
gatherings.

Enjoy the day Noel

Thanks, Noel

Thanks, Noel

Good evening, Noel,
NYCentral Modeler
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Good morning, Noel,
Thanks for the info on the full line-up of
presentations. I mentioned the modeling
project to Manuel about doing something
for the YouTube page. We’ll see.
Thanks, Larry
Noel,
Thanks much for your work on the
NYCentral Modeler. It is a real benefit to the
hobby. I'll try to keep contributing as I can.
I have a Trix NYC caboose (HO-scale), and
I know there are a couple of issues with it.
The roof stack is too tall and the hand grabs
on the end walls are horizontal instead of
vertical.
Do you know if anyone has written an
article on upgrading one of these?
Thanks much, Chuck Beargie, NYCSHS
Member
Chuck,
I don’t know but the caboose expert is Seth
Lakin and I have infoed him on this email. He
will get back to you. Please keep me in the
loop as you two talk about this. It would be of
interest to many of our members. (I
forwarded Chuck’s email to Seth)
Thanks, Noel
Chuck,
I do not have a Trix caboose but asked a
friend if I could borrow one. He hasn’t
responded in the time it took to compose this
email, but I don’t see why I wouldn’t have one

NYCentral Modeler

in my hands by mid next week. So, I can’t
comment on its prototype discrepancies,
right now. But I have heard of them from
other sources.

I do not know specifically of an article that
details the fixes. Kalmbach turned off their
magazine index from their website so
searching for an article has gone from a few
mouse clicks and a couple keystrokes to
physically looking at each index in each issue.
I vaguely remember article possibly in Model
Railroader or Model Railroading about a year
after the model’s release.
However, changing the orientation of a grab
iron on the ends or replacing the smoke jack
should not be very difficult. And I bet Noel
would welcome a short article detailing it.
Most separately applied detail parts on
plastic RTR models can be pulled off by
placing a Xacto knife under the piece and
prying it up. Maybe a small dab of liquid
plastic cement might help loosen it. Drilling
new holes, remounting the grabs, plugging
the old holes, reworking or replacing the
smoke jack and touching up the paint
shouldn’t be difficult.

After a little poking around the internet I
found this:

https://www.trains.com/mrr/newsreviews/reviews/staff-reviews/trix-hoscale-nyc-caboose/

It says the copied review was in the Feb 2005
Model Railroader. And the Workshop column,
assumably in the same issue addresses how
to fix some of the errors.
Thanks, Seth
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Seth,
Thanks much for the information. Yes, a
scan of the article would be helpful if it is
not too much of an inconvenience.
I was just thinking of fixing the two most
obvious (to me) errors: the too tall stack and
the horizontal grab bars on the end
walls. But I thought that if I get going on it,
I will maybe fix some of other errors if I
knew what they were. The MR review that
you sent me the link for showed quite a few
errors (obviously they did not get the
NYCSHS involved before production). The
reviewer seemed to think that these were
all easy fixes, but the real challenge is to do
them without harming the finish. I really
don't want to have to go to the paint shop
with this. You could probably hide some
mars with weathering, but these cabooses
were well maintained.
I am not a real expert on these NYC
standard cabooses, as I am modeling a
Lines West branch line, and they did not
need the cabooses with the short copula. So,
a "standard" caboose is not on my “got tohave” list. I do have a factory painted
brass one. Looks good, but it does not
operate too well.
Once I get that Workshop article, I will see
if I want to tackle it. If so, I will try to take
pictures and do an article for the NYCentral
Modeler.
Thanks again, Chuck
Chuck,
The prototype on the Atlas Trainman
caboose is a C&O and Pere Marquette
NYCentral Modeler

caboose. A couple other railroads got them
second hand among them the Chicago South
Shore & South Bend which is local to me and
one that went to the B&O as a replacement
for a B&O car that was wrecked on the C&O.

They are outward similar to the steel version
of the USRA designed caboose, commonly
known as the Northeastern style caboose
that was used by the Reading, Western
Maryland, Jersey Central and Lehigh &
Hudson River. The big difference is there are
two single windows on the C&O ones, two
pairs of windows on the Northeast caboose.

The C&O caboose is of steel construction. The
only steel cabooses that the NYC had were
bay window and transfer styles. The NYC did
not have any steel cupola cabooses. I would
not call it a stand on model for any NYC
caboose.
If you are looking to buy a caboose, there are
several kits and a ready to run that are
available now, or very soon.
A Ready to Run model from Walthers is
expedited to be delivered in February.
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/walthersho-scale-dmir-class-g2-wood-caboose.html

It’s a decent stand in model for a former
Toledo & Ohio Central, Zanesville & Western
and Kanawha & Michigan caboose.

Tangent just released a stunning model of the
NYC bay window caboose. They quickly sold
out, but they were excellent models that
could be release again.
https://www.tangentscalemodels.com/prod
uct/new-york-central-nyc-delivery-brownwith-white-logo-1949/
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American Model Builders offers several
caboose kits.
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/AmericanModel-Builders-Laser-Kits-HOScale_c_76.html

I’ve built more than a dozen of these kits.
There is a Standard Wood Caboose (often
called a 19000 series), a Standard caboose
but with plywood sides which is a NYCSHS
exclusive, a lot 732 “Long Standard”, a lot 732
rebuilt Pacemaker.
Then another NYCSHS exclusive is a “Short
Standard” caboose (often referred to as a
18000 series) that is a not listed yet. The
delivery is expected in February or March.
Official announcement of these kits will be
made once we get the confirmation from
American Model Builders that the kits are in
production.
Seth

Seth,
I see that your information is for the 1960s.
My eras of interest are 1928 and 1948
(amazing what changes took place in only
20 years).
I am not sure how much difference this
makes.
There
are
very few
pictures
of
trains/equipment actually on the Oil City
branch. There are many equipment
pictures from Ashtabula (and some
Youngstown), but the equipment may have
been being used on the mainlines and not
necessarily the branch line.
The
picture
of
#19861
(https://nycshs.omeka.net/items/show/1
64232) is taken in Stonebrood, PA, which is
NYCentral Modeler

on the Oil City branch, so this is a good
find.
The title is "SUF Wood Cupola". What does
"SUF" mean?
Chuck
Chuck,
The standard caboose was indeed used in
the area you are interested in.
The following is from a handwritten
caboose information that I acquired. I have
listed the cabooses that were assigned to
the Lake Division in the early 1960's and
links to photos of the cabooses listed. There
was one Michigan Central style. 42
Standard cabooses 30 of which were former
LS&MS and 12 NYC, three T&OC style and
3 Lot 732 Long Standard.
Michigan Central 32' 6" 17993 (former
Canadian Southern cab)
Former Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
18073, 18102, 18108, 18150, 18183, 18253,
18276, 18310, 18322, 18359, 18377, 18379,
18390, 18431, 18436, 18437, 18453, 18462,
18466, 18469, 18484, 18490, 18509, 18525,
18538, 18542, 18567, 18580, 18590, 18600,
https://nycshs.omeka.net/items/show/1
31353
https://nycshs.omeka.net/items/show/1
27699
https://nycshs.omeka.net/items/show/1
11291
https://nycshs.omeka.net/items/show/1
11299
https://nycshs.omeka.net/items/show/1
31380
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https://nycshs.omeka.net/items/show/1
31383
https://nycshs.omeka.net/items/show/1
11293
Former T&OC 18864, 18925, 18953,
Former NYC Standard 19018, 19126, 19228,
19300, 19400, 19401, 19442, 19610, 19629,
19800. 19801, 19861
https://nycshs.omeka.net/items/show/1
11005
https://nycshs.omeka.net/items/show/9
8885
https://nycshs.omeka.net/items/show/1
10997
https://nycshs.omeka.net/items/show/1
64232
Long Standard Lot 732, 20118, 20131, 20137
https://nycshs.omeka.net/items/show/1
11132
The former LS&MS cars are typically
almost identical as the NYC standard wood
caboose. There is a detail that is common on
most but not all former LS&MS cabs. The
end ladder on the NYC standard starts at
the handrail and goes up to the roof and a
stirrup step hangs down from the handrail.
On many of the LS&MS cars the ladder is
full length from the floor to the roof. Also,
some of the LS&MS cars are four feet
shorter with only two windows per side
instead of three.
The NYCSHS is commissioning a kit from
American Model Builders of the Short
Standard ex LS&MS caboose. They should
be available before the end of March.
Seth
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Seth,
This will surely be enough information for
me to do the job.
My focus is the NYC Oil City branch from
Ashtabula down to Youngstown. It is a
legacy LSMS line. I will get my caboose
finished and write an article about it for the
NYCentral Modeler.
Chuck
Noel,
Heads up for a really good article by a former,
now deceased, NYCS employee in the latest
issue of Classic Trains. He worked at the
home office in mid-town Manhattan in the
mid to late 60’s a stone’s throw from GCT. He
writes about his work trips to Buffalo,
Cleveland, and Chicago, among others. They
are some great stories of his business trips,
which it seemed to me were too much fun to
count as work. But that’s just my envious
nature coming through, I think. At any rate,
take and if you think it makes sense maybe
pass it along to the members.
The arc of the moral universe is long, but it
bends toward justice. Martin Luther King Jr.
Harry McPeak
Harry,
Do you mean the Chuck Rhodes' one? I
mentioned it in the latest NYCentral Modeler
on page 29.
Noel

That’s the one I meant. I’m a New York City
boy who used to ride the Central Harlem
Division to high school and rode the main
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line back and forth to college from northern
Indiana for a couple of years before the
standby air fares made their appearance.

Those were long nights in the coaches except
for the one time I gave the brakeman $5 (still
meant something in the mid 60’s) to let me
stretch out on the couch in the observation
car.

Do you know if the Century would have
stopped in South Bend in ‘63 and ‘64? I had
thought I rode the Century but then learned
that it made very few stops. I wasn’t paying
much attention in those days and so I’m sure
there were other trains on the NYC-Chicago
run that had observation cars on the end of
the trains, just don’t know what they might
have been.
Thanks again, Harry
Harry,
The railroad thought of the world in terms
of its timetable directions, so yes, "east"
means any point from Albany to Boston or
Albany to New York City. It was possible
they would sell a ticket to Albany for a
person transferring to the D&H for points
north of Albany.
After the 20th Century and Commodore
Vanderbilt were combined in 1958, there
was no other Chicago to New York or
Boston train that regularly carried an
observation. There were some short haul
trains like the James Whitcomb Riley,
Twilight limited and the Empire State
Express which had them for all or parts of
their journeys.

timetable (date) on a particular page, tell us
which one and we could look and see.”
Thanks, NYCSHS
Thanks for the info on the Century. At the
risk of revealing my ignorance, I’d like to ask
you a question about 26: would it be correct
to read that to mean that in 1963 and 1964
the Century would stop in South Bend to pick
up a passenger ticketed for New York City, it
being geographically south but perhaps
timetable east of Albany?
To reveal even more ignorance, what is
meant by “reference mark on 2X”? Also, were
there other named trains besides the Century
that ran on the main line between New York
City and Chicago that would have carried
rear observation cars that I might have
ridden if I had not ridden the Century?

Thanks for your patience as well as the
information. As you can tell these are
questions that have been bouncing around in
my head for 57 or so years. As an aside, I am
so glad I came across the NYCSHS, and a little
bummed to know that there’s apparently a
museum in Elkhart that I missed going to all
those times I’d been in South Bend (school
and lived there ‘63 - ‘70, and football games
since then).
Harry

Harry,
Have a great day. We will try to answer
these additional questions later.
Thanks, Noel

We are not sure what the "2X" means,
either. If you saw this on a particular
NYCentral Modeler
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NYCSHS,
Does anyone know what the NYC referred to
as a 'Compartment Car'? There are several
references in a 1929 NYC Station Agents
Equipment Reference for cars in NYC
passenger trains consists. Most seem to be
associated
with
smaller
consist,
parlor/coach/sleeper service, but they are
referred to as a distinct and separate type of
car. I cannot find any picture or drawing
reference for such cars. The question is then:
Are these based on the European type of
compartment coach cars? Or are they
something else? Any help is appreciated.
M. Tucker

The 10 compartment cars in the US were
resheathed and mostly converted to other
floor plans as the 7-2 and 6-3 floor plans
took over on premium trains. However, it
remained popular in Canada until the end
of heavyweight operations in the late 50s
and early 60s. CN and CP mostly operated
their own sleeping cars and acquired them
from Canadian builders.
Hope this helps.
Dave Staplin, NYCSHS

1st Qtr. 2022 NYCentral Modeler
Mystery Photo

Mr. Tucker,
From what I have seen of correspondence
back in the day, the term "compartment
car" seems to have grown up around the 10compartment floor plan that showed up on
a few premium eastern trains, like the 20th
Century, right after the advent of steel
Pullman construction. It seems that the
construction of this floor plan ended early,
maybe around the time of WWI. I think it
also coincided with the end of gothic steel
sheathing. What took its place was a floor
plan featuring 7 compartments and 2
drawing rooms. This floor plan dated back
to wooden construction, (the Model Die
Castings "wooden" sheathed plastic kit is
an example) but it gained popularity in the
late teens and early 20s for steel cars. In
turn, it was replaced about 1924 or 1925 by
the 6 compartment 3 drawing room floor
plan, of which lots were built. The 6-3s
were featured in seasonal trains, like
Florida and the Western Parks up until
1960. A very few remained in service to the
mid-sixties.
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Noel:
It is a boiler stay bolt.
John Hodson (Jan 1, 2022, 2:16 pm)
Noel,
I was just reading the latest NYCentral
Modeler and saw the “Mystery Photo”. Here’s
my guess, … it’s a “washout plug” for a steam
locomotive boiler. At least it looks like the
Kemtron brass parts I used to purchase for
representing the mechanical connection
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used to keep iced refrigerator
cold. Sounds mysterious, doesn’t it?

cars

The steam loco washout plug looked very
similar to the devices used after about 1953
on ice refrigerator cars. While loaded, but
still awaiting movement, an electric motor
could be hung from a bracket on the lower
side of the car, and the internal, belt driven
fans would operate, keeping everything cool
inside. When the switch engine arrived to
take the reefer to the railroad’s main yard,
and begin transit to other states, the electric
motor would be removed, and a belt driven
system based on the car’s actual movement
was then engaged. The main supplier of
those systems was company named “Preco”.

Flannery fusible plug for locomotive
fireboxes
Just a wild guess.
Pete Gores (Jan 2, 2022, 5:44 am)
All interesting guesses, but all wrong. It is a
Flannery Realock Grease Cup. Try again
for this issue’s Mystery Photo.

Locomotive washout plugs were used for
their namesake purpose. It allowed
washwater to drain as the boiler was cleaned
of sediment and impurities that settled out of
the water used to power the locomotive. Just
unscrew the inner plug from the threaded
opening, and let gravity assist you in the
clean-out task. Replace the plug when done,
and you are good for another few weeks of
steam operation!
I can’t read the lettering on the flange of the
washout plug, so a real steam veteran, a hero
to us all, will have to supply us with the
manufacturer’s name.
Ralph Schiring (Jan 1, 2022, 4:51 pm)
Noel,
I am thinking it is a Ratchet drill. They had
different size attachments to align
misaligned holes on boilers
Charlie Zardus (Jan 2, 5:43 am)
Noel,

NYCentral Modeler
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The NYCSHS has been steadily
increasing its social media presence as a
way to provide contact opportunities
with society members and nonmembers alike.
Our first incursion into social media was
our Facebook page, which currently has
over 6,000 followers/likes.
It has
provided an opportunity for NYC fans
to ask questions, share stories and
photos with visitors.
This month we are pleased to announce
the introduction of our Instagram
account, a place for sharing photos and
descriptions of everything we are doing.
Several members of our Modeling
Committee now have their own
Instagram accounts where followers can
stay updated on project progress.
It’s easy to follow us from your
computer, tablet or mobile phone. Just
open your Instagram account using
your email address and mobile phone
number for added security. Search by
page name and click follow.

Download the Instagram app to your
phone, set up your account and join the
fun.

NYCentral Modeler
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If you shop on Amazon you can donate to NYCSHS
with every purchase you make!!

How to sign up for AmazonSmile to Contribute to the NYCSHS

AmazonSmile is a way for members to support the NYCSHS every time they
shop with Amazon.
Shoppers who start at smile.amazon.com will find the same Amazon they know
and love, with the added bonus that Amazon will donate a portion of the price of
eligible purchases to the NYCSHS.
Signing Up is Easy!!
Here is how to shop AmazonSmile and donate to NYCSHS with each purchase:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Visit smile.amazon.com
Sign in with your Amazon.com credentials
Chose the NYCSHS to received donations
Select NYCSHS
Start shopping
Add a bookmark for smile.amazon.com to make it even easier to return and
start shopping at AmazonSmile

We are not promoting Amazon, but if you use if for shopping, why not donate to
the NYCSHS as it costs you nothing and helps us a lot!!
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Let It Snow, Let It Snow, Let It Snow
Article by Steve Lasher
I’m sure, in up-state New York, they didn’t
have to ask for it! When my friend, Russ
Weis, informed me of his plan to have an
operating session between Christmas and
New Years and thought he’d might like to
operate a plow extra, it started yet another
pot percolating. After a few years of being
around Russ, I knew better than to doubt
the Weis Hobby Shop and, sure enough,
with some premeditated guilt, he produced
a Walther’s Rotary Snowplow lettered
NYC. “Ah,” I thought “his little brain has
been mulling this idea over for some time”
because he quickly produced a photo
showing NYC 660. “OK,” I said, “I’m
game”.
After doing a little checking some
interesting things turned up. Apparently,
Cooke turned these out to a common plan.
Rio Grande’s narrow gauge rotary OY is
very similar, just smaller. It was built in
1923 while NYC 660 was built in 1926 but,
they are obviously built to the same overall
idea. So, I didn’t feel too guilty when
watching videos of OY working and it was
interesting. I’m going to assume that most
roads operation would, out of common
needs, be somewhat similar. Hence, the
extrapolation to NYC. Alas, to my
knowledge, no films/videos of 660
working exist, but the plow itself possibly
(sources differ) survived as late as Conrail.
Really, it’s pretty logical. If you have
enough snow to warrant calling out the
rotary, travel by road is going to be tough,
too. Therefore, the outfit needs to be selfsufficient. Also, with that much snow,
you’re going to find lots of places where
hand shoveling will be necessary meaning:
you better take plenty of extra manpower
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Photos by Russ Weis except as noted
with you. For instance, if the snow was over
the top of the wheel, the conventional
wisdom was to hand shovel the excess
away. As a result, you may find yourself
out in the country and unable to reach any
civilization hence, the need for the diner
and coach/tool car. Since the locomotive(s)
would need watering anyway, I think the
addition of the auxiliary water car for the
rotary might be debatable but, I’ll invoke
model railroading’s rule No. 1 - “It’s my
railroad and I like it so, that’s what we’re
going to do”. I think it look’s good so it’s
going to stay.
NYC #660

Rotary No. X-660 sits at Batavia while the
Trainmaster talks to the Superintendent on
the dispatcher's phone in the depot. Plainly
evident in this photo is the reason you'll get
tired of drilling holes for grab irons.

When I initially examined the Walther’s
model, I thought it would be just a generic
model of a Cooke rotary. And, while it may
have been a generic model, it was very
close to the actual appearance of the NYC
plow in the picture. It included the very
necessary small tender with covered coal
space. This was good!
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Russ had installed a very simple decoder
years ago so that the wheel could be
operated via DCC. It worked, but I saw the
potential for a rotary with sound. For one
thing, watching videos of OY working you
could hear the peanut whistle very clearly.
That was a necessity since, in the days
before radio, whistle signals were how
commands were relayed between the plow
and the pushing locomotive(s). You
wanted a loud whistle that couldn’t be
mistaken for anything else. There appeared
to be room inside for a small decoder and a
cubie speaker. The Weis Hobby Shop came
through again and produced a small,
Soundtraxx 1100 series, one amp, decoder
and we were off and running. More on this
later. First though, more about…
Detailing the exterior. Of course, I couldn’t
resist fixing some detailing deficiencies on
the exterior.
For starters, Walther’s had left a round spot
on the roof in the walkway that had no
particular identity. I concluded, rightly so,
that it should have been the top of the
steam dome. The remedy was to drill out
the middle and enlarge it with my reamer
to accept a Cal-Scale “auxiliary dome”
casting sitting down in the hole. This was
outfitted with the pop valves and a whistle.
The other area of concern was the
headlight. The headlight supplied was an
uninspired lump of plastic. Since I planned
to take advantage of having a headlight
capable decoder available, we needed
something better. I had a Cal-Scale, PyleNational, straight sided headlight - a-laNYC - in the parts box and it got drafted for
snow-plow service. I drilled it to pass the
wires of a small LED and made a mounting
for it on the top hood of the wheel housing.
NYCentral Modeler

Too me, this hood looked to be somewhat
vulnerable, so I decided to wait until later
to install it since a lot of handling still
awaited the model.
The photograph of 660 when new at Cooke
shows the headlight on an extended stalk
above the front hood. While I could have
fabricated this it would have merely
provided more leverage to break off the
hood. So, after due consideration, I made
the conscious decision to not model this
feature. I have a definite dislike for models
too delicate to survive daily handling!
Holes, holes, and heaven forbid, more
holes!
This model came with a plastic bag full of
formed wire grab irons. It would be
advisable to lay in a supply of No. 78 (I
prefer this size even though technically it’s
slightly oversize plus, they definitely last
longer than No. 80’s) drills. I acquired a
Dremel battery powered motor tool some
time ago and it’s been one of the best tool
additions I’ve ever made. I got a second
rechargeable battery pack for it so I can use
one battery pack while the other is
charging. It’s nimble enough to drill lots of
No. 78 holes in plastic without breaking the
drill. It’s a good thing, because there are lots
of holes on the plow and tender to drill for
grab irons. Lots!
The preformed grabs were a mixed
blessing. They’re formed from steel wire
and are not very forgiving of mounting
hole spacing, making them somewhat more
difficult to install. As best I could I tried to
find the little mountings Walther’s includes
on the body and tender shells and use the
sharp point of my dental tool to make
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starter points for the drill but, even so, some
required some adjusting.
Painting
After what seemed like a lifelong project of
drilling holes and mounting grab irons I
embarked on another bit of tedium - that of
painting all these grab irons. NYC seemed
to like yellow painted grab irons and
railings, so I broke out my old bottle of
Floquil “UP Armour Yellow” and went to
work. At this time, I also touched up any
necessary black and painted the underbody
and trucks on both the plow and tender
with Tamiya “NATO Black” which is
actually a dark gray very similar to
Floquil’s old standby “Grimy Black”. It
lightens up the bottom side detailing and
aids in the weathering effect all by itself.
It’s Alive! (from “Young Frankenstein”)
Now, back to the decoder. After some
preliminary test fitting, I decided to make a
little bracket from 0.015” x 0.250” brass to
hold the speaker and glue to the top of the
existing motor mount. There was room
behind that for the small decoder mounted
to one side lengthwise. This left room
beside the decoder for…yet another
decision!
I’ve become (as have a lot of folks, I bet)
impressed with the improvements in
smooth operation that can be made with
(depending on brand) Current Keepers
(Soundtraxx) or: Keep Alives (TCS).
Having one in the plow seemed like a good
idea and, there would have been room for
one of the KA1’s from TCS next to the
decoder. Only one problem - we didn’t
have one and if one were available, it
would have raised the already expensive
NYCentral Modeler

costs by a significant amount. As it turns
out, I did have some 980 of/25-volt
electrolytic capacitors that would also fit in
the available space. I wired 2 in parallel and
connected them to the decoder in the same
way that a Keep Alive would have been.
They won’t keep things going like the Keep
Alive would, but they do seem to be
enough to keep the sound and the plow
blade going long enough to get over small
dead spots.
After deciding what was going where I
began the process of cutting, splicing, and
connecting the various wires. I did add a
piece of 3/32” plastic tubing across the
discharge chute to act as a conduit for the
headlight wires.
I also drilled a hole through the floor
towards the rear and relocated the pick-up
wire coming from the tender so that it
passes under the drawbar. Similarly, I
drilled a hole in the tender floor to relocate
that wire. I thought the pick-up wire as
built was unsightly. Moving it so that it
passed under the drawbar improved the
looks considerably.
Also, while I had the tender shell off, I
added about two ounces of stick-on lead
weight. Weight is the poor-man’s Keep
Alive to ensure reliable electrical pick-up.
At this time, I did add a few details to the
tender. A toolbox on one side and some rerailing frogs and a piece of chain added to
its “railroady” look. Painting was touched
up as necessary.
Now for Dr. Dirt
I wouldn’t put anything on the rails that
didn’t have some signs of sitting around
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outdoors. Since they spent most of their
time sitting around waiting for that special
call, things like snowplows definitely
showed the signs of that wait. The plow
and tender received my usual weathering
of powders and Dullcote. Since, to my
knowledge, there aren’t a lot of good
photos around of NYC rotaries in action, I
had to rely on experience to guide me. For
instance, I would have figured that there
would be evidence of boiler compound up
around the auxiliary dome where the
whistle and pop valves were. In the end, I
think some tasteful weathering is always
better than no weathering and, I think, it
looks pretty good.
I gently pushed on the installed windows
and concluded that Walther’s builder had
installed them well. If they had come out
willingly, I would have removed them
before weathering but, no, they didn’t. So, I
had to cut small pieces of 3M’s painter’s
tape to cover all the windows before
weathering. This was almost as tedious
(more dead mice) as installing grab irons
but, it was a necessity.

A down on view of X-660. The new auxiliary
dome with pops and whistle along with the
new headlight can be seen in this view. Take a
good look at all the grab irons.

The Rest of the Story
The auxiliary water car for the plow was a
P2K GATX tank car that had been sidelined for some loose handrail/missing
ladder issues. After replacing the ladder
and securing the handrails I carefully
scraped off (using a No. 15 disposable
scalpel blade. Check with a medical supply
house. You’ll probably have to buy a whole
box but, they can be split amongst friends extremely sharp and very useful!) the
reporting marks and touched-up and redecaled it for NYC. After weathering it took
its
place
behind
the
plow.

The auxiliary water car, No. X-661, is a rescue
from the rip-track dead line and, like all good
work equipment, has been re-purposed for the
job at hand. It's had its detailing issues dealt
with and been re-lettered with Microscale
decals.

The diner and coach/tool car were
resurrections of a pair of old Athearn cars
that were gathering dust on my shelf. I
know, New York Central didn’t have many
- if any - round roof coaches, but these were
cheap ($0) already on hand cars that would
serve the purpose. One had some new
kitchen vents added and was re-painted
“Boxcar Red” with a Scalecoat “Graphite
and Oil” silver roof.
The coach/tool car had some windows
blanked off (the tool car part) and was re-
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painted in Pullman green. The thought was
that it had been grabbed from the coach
pool and remade for this service without
too
much
re-working.

The dining car is another rescue from the
Lasher used equipment lot. The added ladder
grabs and vents show nicely on the roof
finished with Scalecoat 'graphite and oil'. The
forward end has been blanked off for
additional storage and kitchen space. The
underbody, like the coach, has Cal-Scale 'UC'
brake equipment added along with new water
tanks fashioned from Evergreen square
styrene bar stock. The body is Scalecoat Boxcar
Red.

The dark green coach/work car was hauling
commuters not so long ago when it got pressed
into work train service. The now blanked off
end is storage for an endless supply of shovels
and hand tools necessary for the hand removal
of snow. Many a prolonged game of euchre
takes place here but, it's 'all hands turn to'
when the time comes.

Both cars had some improved underbody
detailing added. They both received new
Cal-Scale “UC” brake gear. The diner
received some new “water tanks”
fabricated from Evergreen square styrene
stock with the corners rounded off.
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In addition, both cars received a trip
through “the wash rack” - i.e., weathering.
The Train
So, now we have a complete rotary
snowplow train. 660 and its tender leads
the way followed by the auxiliary tender the pushing locomotive - the diner - the
coach/tool car - and, lastly the caboose. The
entire entourage looks really good. Now,
like the prototype, we just must find a place
to store it when not needed - which is most
of the time!
Bring it on, brother!
Snowplow Postscript
It’s the 18th of January here in the
Louisville Metroplex and I’m sitting here
doing some virtual rail fanning. On my Rail
Stream view of Berea, OH it’s snowing - as
it has been since last night. It looks like
they’ve gotten around six inches and still
going. A couple CSX trains on the old Big
Four have gone by in clouds of blowing
snow. It brought back memories of my
Rock Island days in Illinois and Iowa.
Listening to the scanner feeds it all sounds
familiar. Old Man Winter is doing his best and succeeding - to bring the railroading
down to a crawl. You know what, I don’t
miss it!
Which brings me to one last detail frontier
to conquer. Looking at the videos of Rio
Grande’s OY you can see the rotary fireman
peeking out from his canvas curtains. I
think I’m going to try to use some tissue
paper folded and coated with matte
medium to represent the curtains. This is
going to require some experimentation.
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This is all to model what must be one of the
most miserable jobs on the railroad. The
poor “B***stard” trying to fire the rotary
cannot be having fun. He’s all by himself on
that platform between the rotary and the
tender. I could be wrong, but he probably
roasts when he opens the fire door to put in
a fire while his backside is freezing. The
curtains might keep the rest of the snow out

but offer no protection from the cold. In
fact, I doubt that any part of working a
plow extra could be termed fun. It looks to
me like a definite case of an America that’s
long gone. A time a late friend would have
said when men were men and women were
glad, they were!

The plow #601 heads up the work train as heads out for a test run on Russ Weis’s layout.
Steve and Russ make a great team in model railroading. Russ’s layout is filled with many of
Steve’s model projects, and they have been great to share them with us.

Cooke/ALCo plows

Rotary plows are often deployed when
snow is too deep or hard packed for
traditional plows. The ability to operate
slowly, as there is no requirement for train
momentum to break up the snow, is often
an advantage in mountainous regions,
where a high-speed derailment could be
disastrous. Many rotary plows are not selfpropelled, so one or more locomotives are
coupled behind it to push the plow along
the line. An engine within the plow's
carbody rotates the large circular assembly
at the front of the plow. The blades on this
wheel cut through the snow and force it
through a channel just behind the disk to an
output chute above the blade assembly.
The chute can be adjusted to throw the
snow to either the left or the right side of
the tracks. An operator sits in a cab above
NYCentral Modeler

and behind the blade assembly to control
the speed of the blades and the direction of
output from the chute. With the increasing
prevalence of diesel locomotives, multipleunit train controls have been added to the
cabs, so that the pushing locomotives can
be controlled from the plow.
Rotary snowplows are expensive because
of their high maintenance costs, which the
railroad incurs regardless of whether they
are needed each year. As a result, most
railroads have eliminated their rotaries,
preferring to use a variety of types of fixedblade plows that have significantly lower
maintenance costs, in conjunction with
bulldozers, which can be used year-round
on maintenance-of-way projects. In
addition, because rotaries leave an opencut in the snowbank that fixed-blade plows
cannot push snow past, once rotaries have
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been used, they must be used for all further
significant snowfalls until the snowpack
has melted. Since rotaries, which need
some form of fuel to power the blades, also
cost more to operate than fixed-blade
plows, they are now generally considered
to be a tool of last resort for the railroads
that own them.

Cooke Rotary Snowplow
Found in NYCSHS Digital Shop

The few remaining rotary plows in North
America are either owned by museum
railroads or are kept in reserve for areas
with poor road access and routine severe
snowfall conditions.

Side view of the rotary snowplow operating.

NYCSHS Collection.

Close up of rotary #X-660. Both photos from
NYCSHS Collection.
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We included these two photos found by simply
searching under “Rotary Snowplow” in the
NYCSHS Digital Shop, to give you a view of
what is available there. They are shown as you
would see them if you searched in the Digital
Shop. https://nycshs.org/nycshs-digital-archive/
There are over 90,000 images there now
awaiting you. They are a marvelous
resource for the modeler and for NYCS
fans. – Take a look yourself and see what
you can find.
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Upgrading An Atlas/Kato RS-3
Article by Charlie Crawford
I became a fan of the New York Central’s
RS-3 diesels several years ago after seeing
them pictured in the fine book The New York
Central in the Adirondacks. Previously I had
modeled 1927 but decided to move my

Photos by Charlie except as noted
layout’s time to 1952 (see NYCentral Modeler
4th Qtr. 2020.) Also, as a host of operating
sessions, I needed a fleet of smoothrunning diesel locomotives.

The subject of this article, New York Central System RS-3 # 8252 photographed at Holland Patent in
the mid 1950’s. Decals, paint, decoder, speaker, Marker lights, an ATS Motor Generator and Cab Signal
box, windshield wipers, and train crew have been added to the undecorated Atlas/Kato model.

Charlie reviewed three RS-3 models to add to his fleet of diesels. The included Bachmann, Athearn,
and Atlas/Kato versions shown here.

My dilemma: While Atlas/Kato was not
the only manufacturer of RS-3, their units
are readily available at hobby shops, train
shows and eBay. I did find units from
Bachmann and Athearn. But they were
hard to find and did not run as well as the
Atlas.
However,
units
from
all
three
manufacturers are available in only one
road number. While the Atlas was the best
runner of the group, it was the least
detailed with molded-on grab irons, blank
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number boards, unpainted and oversize
railings. The Atlas was painted in a dark
grey rather than the customary black.
I also recently found an Atlas Classic model
of an undecorated RS-3 (Item # 8450.) The
Classic version has add-on grab irons,
added uncoupling levers and operating
knuckle couplers.
I will cover installing a sound decoder,
painting, detailing, and decaling an
undecorated Atlas/Kato unit.
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The Atlas/Kato RS-3 right out of the box as Charlie prepares to upgrade this unit.

We’ll start with an undecorated unit
no.7070, a SoundTraxx Tsunami 2 decoder
# 885015, a sugar cube speaker (810514) and
Microscale decals (#’s 87-88, 87-816 and 87-

205). Added detail parts will include
marker lights (non-operating,) auto train
stop motor, toolbox, and a train crew.
Uncoupling levers will also be added.

The Tsunami 2 digital sound decoder with the Alco diesel sounds is shown here with Charlie’s thumb
as he gets ready to install it in the RS-3.

NYCentral Modeler
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The Tsunami 2 decoder is a relatively easy installation and can be programed with multiple
engine and airhorn sounds. The SoundTraxx “sugar cube” speaker is compact with good
sound.
After disassembly, we’ll airbrush the cab,
body, and walkway with flat black. While
those parts are drying, I’ll get to work on
mounting and wiring the decoder and
speaker. I like to enclose the motor
connections in shrink wrap tubing. Once I
fried a decoder when its un-insulated
motor connection touched the locomotive
frame. Once the motor leads are insulated,

we’ll replace the analog board with the
decoder board. I mount the speaker on the
front truck enclosure. We will remove one
of the two weights, but that has not been a
problem with the pulling power of the
locomotive. The LED lights have also been
installed. At this point we are ready for a
trial run.

You can see the model with the shell removed as Charlie begins to mount and wire the decoder and
speaker.

Charlie uses an Exacto knife to remove the molded-on details. He does this after the first coat of
airbrushed flat black paint.

NYCentral Modeler
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Upgrading An Atlas/Kato RS-3
I like to carve off the molded-on details
after the body has been airbrushed with the
first coat of flat black paint. The holes for

the grab irons and cut levers will be drilled
and the second coat applied. The hardware
can be applied after decaling.

Charlie selected decal sets 87-205, 87-618 and 87-88 for application to the RS-3.

Charlie has applied the lightning stripe decals to the hood of the locomotive.

The first of the lightening stripe decals have
been applied. These decals are quite fragile
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and are best soaked in warm water rather
than cold. The split on this decal can be
touched up with matching paint.
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You can see that the decals are applied, and Charlie carefully cut the decal over the louver doors to
make the decals fit closely to the car body.

The lightening stripes are complete on the
body. The decals over the louver doors will
be cut and extra decal solvent will be
applied to make them snug down around
the doors. The front striped decal also has
been applied to the front of the walkway.
Next the lettering is applied. After each

decal is in place; they are given multiple
coats of decal solvent to help them snug
tightly against the molded detail on the
body. After the decals are in place, they will
be over-sprayed with a flat lacquer. I prefer
to weather the model after assembly.

Charlie is carefully applying the locomotive unit and classification numbering decals using small
tweezers. This is a very exacting task requiring a lot of patience.

Unit and classification number decals are
slid onto the cab. The classification decals
are particularly hard to identify. They are
very small with white print on white decal
NYCentral Modeler

paper. I’m not sure I got the right one, but
anyone will need a magnifying glass to see
if it’s wrong.
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It is almost impossible to see the number board numbers and each had to be installed separately. This
was a truly difficult job for Charlie.

The decals for the number boards were the
most difficult to install. They are very small
and had to be installed separately. The
decal set had numbers that could be back

lit, so the number board had to be painted
white, the numbers are installed, and the
white paint touched up with black.

Charlie’s next task was to paint the engineer and he use a 1/100 scale figure to fit into the cab seat.

NYCentral Modeler
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Our engineer will be fitted to his seat (a
rectangular piece of styrene) added in the
cab. I use 1/100 scale figures as HO scale
passengers (and engineers) will be a tight
fit. This fellow has been painted had his
right shoulder trimmed to fit in the cab.

Installing the windshield wiper blades required
careful drilling of the hole to hold the small
pins on the blades.

Windshield wipers are made by Cal-Scan
#190-619.

styrene rod, tube and rectangular stock. I
painted the generator grey to match
various photos. The signal box also
required legs. I made mine from brass strip
soldered to the brass box. I’m not sure the
generator size is quite right, perhaps not as
wide.

The completed signal box and generator ready
for painting.

The installed motor generator and signal box.
Automatic train stop motor generator and the
cab signal box shown here were the most
difficult of the details to install.

The most difficult detail parts to find were
the Automatic Train Stop Motor Generator
and the Cab Signal Box. These items are
(were?) made by Custom Finishing (#’s 208
and 116). I was able to get a signal box, but
not the motor generator. The generator is
no longer made.
While the box would have been easy to
model, I had to take on the motor generator.
The motor was fashioned from a variety of
NYCentral Modeler

The motor generator and signal box have
been weathered but not the locomotive
itself. In black and white photos, the
generator seems to be a grey color rather
than the black of the locomotive.
I used marker lights from Cal-Scale # 190280. The shelf they rest on was made from
sheet brass. I used Micro Kristal Klear for
the lenses. It goes on white and dries clear.
When it has dried, the marker lights have
been weathered and attached to the body.
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You’ll remember I had scraped off the
molded-on levers that were on the model
originally. The steam generator stack is yet
to be installed.

The Cal-Scale marker lights can be seen here
held in place for the lens to be installed.
Uncoupling levers were fashioned from brass
.020” wire.

Charlie will be displaying a 10’ X 12’ modular
layout at the 2022 NYCS convention Train
Show in Albany in May. It will depict the
Thendara and McKeever depots. It is HO scale
and powered by Digitrax. As he mentioned, he
will bring the sound equipped locomotive shown
along with other diesel and steam locomotives.

Charlie is ready to install the uncoupling levers
as the fireman gazes off into the distance on the
walkway. Looks like Charlie needs to give him
a coat of paint.

8252 is ready to take her place in the fleet of New York Central System locomotives servicing the
Adirondack Division. We’ve caught her at McKeever with her sister 8263. If you would like to hear
her sound, come to the 2022 NYCSHS convention in Albany. I’ll be bringing an abbreviated Adirondack
Division modular layout. Hope to see you then.

NYCentral Modeler
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Our 2022 NYCSHS Calendar

The NYCSHS 2022 Calendar is now available with eleven color and three black &
white photographs.
With our New York Central calendar for 2022, we’ve done more than to provide
you with the days of the week, some historical dates, and some nice train pictures.
We want to take you on a trip around the vast New York Central System with
stunning photos that are evocative of the seasons. In February, you’ll sympathize
with a South Bend operator as he hoops up orders to The Chicagoan in bitterly cold
South Bend, Indiana; and in April you’ll see a conductor and rear brakeman
conversing while their local freight pauses in still-chilly Hudson, Michigan. In
July you’ll feel the heat of The Bronx as a P-motor wheels a two-car Empire Service
train past what is left of Mott Haven; and in December you’ll be glad to be warm
at home when you observe a classic Hudson departing nearly snowed-in Buffalo
Central Terminal. Our calendar will also take you inside Harmon’s roundhouse
as two Century-styled Hudsons are prepared for another westward voyage. And
our two covers will help you to recollect the final years of the Age of Steam. All
this from fine, high-resolution photos carefully selected from hundreds.
Price is $16.00 each. Ohio residents please add $1.28 Ohio sales tax.
Please Print
Name__________________________________________________Member#_______
Address________________________________________________________________
City________________________State/Province______Zip/Postal Code__________
Country__________________Telephone_______________ Email_______________
Number of Calendars Purchased___________________________
Check or Money Order Amount Attached $________________________________
Make all checks or money orders out to NYCSHS
Calendars are $16.00 each. Shipping is free. Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio Sales
Tax or $1.28 per calendar. (US currency only.)
Mail this form and check or money order to:
NYCSHS
2022 Calendar Order
17038 Roosevelt Ave.
Lockport, IL 60441-4734
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The Jim Walsh Collection Donated To The NYCSHS

The Jim Walsh Collection donated several O-Scale models to the New York Central Historical Society.
Jim was a former Board Member and Lifetime Member of the NYCSHS. Matt Dowd from Resourced
Rails, pictured above at the NYCSHS Headquarters in Middleburg Heights, OH, delivered the models
to Frank Bongiovanni and Sheldon Lustig at the Society’s office. Included in the donation are two
Kohs’ Hudsons, plus many other NYC O-scale models. In accordance with Jim’s and Linda’s wishes,
at least two of the Key NYC K-3q’s will be on permanent display in both O- and HO-scales with
mention of Jim’s involvement with the design of the series. It’s a perfect setting for recognizing Jim’s
thorough research and hard work on the project.

The late Jim Walsh was a very active modeler
and collector and was a Life member and a
major supporter of the New York Central
System Historical Society. For a few years he
was also a member of the Board of Directors.
When Jim passed away, he had made
thoughtful plans for parts of his
collection. He asked that a substantial
portion of his collection of New York Central
Brass, almost all O scale, be donated to the
Society. Last year his widow, Linda
NYCentral Modeler

Naughton, made arrangements for the
donation and shipment of 18 brass
locomotives to the Society archives at
Middleburg Heights. A formal appraisal has
been delayed due to the pandemic, but the
value of the donated materials has been
estimated about $24,000.
With the past hectic twelve months the
Officers and the Directors are overdue to
express their appreciation for Jim’s and
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The Jim Walsh Collection Donated To The NYCSHS
Linda’s very kind gift to the Society. The
locomotives are very well done. Jim was
involved with Key Imports in the detailing of
those models. Disposition of the rest of the
collection, along with the other valuable
models given to the Society over the years,
whether for display or for sale to raise funds

for the Society’s mission, is under serious
discussion by the Board. In any event, the
NYCSHS Board of Directors, and the general
membership, want to express major
gratitude to Jim and Linda for their
generosity, consideration, and just plain help.

Some of Jim Walsh’s Locomotives

(Frank Bongiovanni Photos)
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The Jim Walsh Collection Donated To The NYCSHS

Some more of Jim’s locomotives. Frank Bongiovanni photos.
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NYC NW2 Switchers – Part 1 – The Prototype
Article by Seth Lakin

Photos by Seth except as noted
but a 6-cylinder 600hp on the SW1 and a 12cylinder 1000hp unit for the NW2. The
NW2’s larger prime mover necessitated a
second exhaust stack from the SW1’s single
stack.

Three NW2’s and a SW9 gather at the engine
house at Elkhart, IN on March 3, 1963, Louis A
Marre photo NYCSHS Archive image SL503639

In a three-part series beginning in the 3rd
Qtr. 2017 NYCentral Modeler and finishing
in the 4th Qtr. 2018 NYCentral Modeler we
looked at the prototype and built models of
NYC’s class DES-5 and DES-6 locomotives,
the Electro Motive SW1. In this series of
articles, we will look at the SW1’s bigger
brother the NW2.
The SW1 and the NW2 were built at the
same time, with the SW1 having a slightly
longer production timeframe than the
NW2. The SW1’s rolled out the EMD’s
erecting halls between December 1938 and
November 1953, while the NW2 was built
between February 1939 and December 1949
with both units production being halted
during World War II. The SW1 and the
NW2 were built on the same frame, with
the differences being above the walkways.
The NW2’s engine hood and cab take up
most of the length of the frame where the
SW1’s hood is shorter leaving large
walkway porches on both ends of the
locomotive. The two switchers have the
same short radiator grill on the front end of
the locomotive, but the SW1 had its front
sand box located on the deck, where the
NW2’s front sandbox is located under the
radiator inside the body. Under the hood,
both units had an EMD 567 prime mover
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In all, the NW2 was built for 80 railroads
and four industrial operators with 1145
locomotives being built. In addition, 39
semi-permanently connected cow-calf
units and two cow-calf-calf units were built
using the NW2 design as it base.

EMD Builders photo of NYC 8701 class DES13a, one of only five phase II NYCS NW2’s,
NYCSHS Archives image PB122002

New York Central System’s NW2’s were
numbered 8700-8834 and were assigned
class DES-13 and was rostered by
subsidiaries Pittsburgh & Lake Erie and
Indiana Harbor Belt as well as the parent
road. The DES-13 was further broken
down into eleven to subclasses, DES-13a to
DES-13l. For reasons unknown today the
“i” sub class was omitted.
A 1955
locomotive assignments memo shows 78
locomotives assigned to the Indiana Harbor
Belt, twenty to the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie,
21 to NYC’s Lines West, ten to the Michigan
Central and six to the Big Four, the latter
three groups being portions of the parent
road. In addition, more secondhand NW2’s
were added to the roster after the New
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York, Ontario & Western shut down. 17 of
21 NYO&W’s NW2’s were acquired by the
NYC. Originally numbered NYC 95009516, these were renumbered to 8683-8699
in
1966.

NYC 8752 DES-13f 8751, a phase IV NW2 poses
for the EMD photographer. NYCSHS Archives
image PB122066

With production spanning almost eleven
years, design and detail changes were
made to the locomotives. Unlike model
years detail changes for automobiles, these
changes are not noted in the EMD model
designation. Instead, they are noted by the
rail fan and modeler community as phases
to designate changes through the
locomotives production. The commonly
accepted phases for early EMD switchers
are laid out in the July/August 1972 issue
of Extra 2200 South.
As described, the NW2 phases span from
phase I to phase V. Phase I was built
between 1939 and 1941 and account for
about 20% of the production. These units
can be identified with their short exhaust
stacks, but most of these were modified to
a taller stack to raise the exhaust over the
top of the cab. Phase II units were built
between 1941 and 1946 with a pause for
WWII but only account for about 10% of the
production. These units are identical to the
earlier units but receiving EMD switcher’s
iconic conical exhaust stacks from the
factory. A series of door length louvers
were applied to the six engine room doors
on both sides of the locomotive. These
NYCentral Modeler

louvers identify the phase III and were built
between 1946 and 1947 and account for
about 14% of all NW2’s. The need to place
the railroad’s name on the hood
necessitated the change to phase IV. Phase
IV units had a gap in the louvers on the
engine room doors for the railroad’s name
to be applied across the locomotive’s hood.
About 32% of all NW2 was built this phase
between 1947 and 1948. The finial changes
to NW2 production occurred in 1948 and
accounts for about 25% of all NW2’s. The
final design changes to the NW2 included
changing the top of the hood section
directly in front of the cab from a stepped
design to a continuous slant. Also, about
the same time, the bottom of the sill was
changed to being straight all the way across
from steps to the rear steps. Earlier NW2
units have a decorative frame gusset
besides each step. NYC and subsidiaries
NW2’s were built between July 1946 and
December 1949 and were phases II, IV and
V.

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie 8708 a phase IV, stands
ready for delivery NYCSHS Archives image
PB122017

Each of the three roads in the system that
had the NW2 had their own paint schemes.
The NYC and P&LE’s paint is described in
NYC drawing N-74092. Both have fairly
simple lettering, both had white 5” high
New York Central or New York Central
System for the P&LE lettering across the
hood and 8” high road number under the
cab windows. The major difference is the
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NYC locomotives were painted black,
while the P&LE were painted Pacemaker
Green. As built, the pilots and handrails
were black, but white pilot chevrons would
be added to the painting drawings in 1950
and safety yellow handrails were added in
1951. White frame stripes and cigar band
emblems were added to the official
drawing in 1962. By the end of the NYC in
1968, many locomotives were not repainted
or only partially repainted with or without
frame stripes and cigar band emblems,
leaving a unique mixture of paint
variations.

IHB DES-13g 8775, a phase V NW2 poses for the
EMD photographer. NYCSHS Archives image
PB122.081

Indiana Harbor Belt’s as built paint scheme
is described in NYC drawing N-74243. The
body was painted Pacemaker Green, with
orange lightning stripes that were trimmed
in red on the hood sides with large orange
IHB oval logo on the cab sides and orange
pilot chevrons.
IHB’s paint scheme
changed in 1960 to Century Green paint
with lightning stripes that were red
trimmed in white, the large cab logos were
also changed to red and white and white
pilot chevrons. By 1961 the paint scheme
changed again. The locomotives were
painted black with white hashed frame
stripe with a large white cab logo. The
Harbor’s NW2’s would go on and wear five
more paint variations until their retirement
in the early 2000’s.
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NYC 9513, former NYO&W 128, still in the
former road’s colors. It would be renumbered to
NYC 8686 in 1966 NYCSHS Archives Image
NG516205

Details applied to NYCS locomotives
varied by sub class. The first group of
NW2’s for each railroad had full length
handrails with stanchions along the outside
of the walkway sides. These were DES-13a
NYC 8700-8704, DES-13b P&LE 8705-8714
and DES-13d IHB 8719-8730. All other
locomotives had grab irons along the hood
and short frame mounted handrails with a
single stanchion at the steps on the front of
the locomotive. The handrail-grab iron
beside the cab battery box on the rear on the
locomotive did not go above the top of the
battery box on the DES-13a’s and 13b’s and
the ex-NYO&W 13L sub class. All other
locomotives this grab iron went above the
top of the battery box and then looped back
down to attach on the top of the battery
box.
Some other detail differences included air
whistles and air horns. Locomotives NYC
8700-8704 and 8750-8773, P&LE 8740-8749
and IHB 8715-8739 were built with air
whistles while all other locomotives were
built with air horns. All of Indiana Harbor
Belt’s NW2’s locomotives with air whistles
were changed to horns by the early 1950’s.
Other as built equipment includes multiple
unit equipment was installed on all the
Indiana Harbor Belt locomotives except the
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last group of units, 8790-8802. The MU
equipped locomotives had raised end
handrails, gangway drop steps and raised
27-pin MU cable connections on either side
of the drop step.

NYC 8770 is shown in 1961. Jerry Pinkepank
NYCSHS Archive image SL503645

P&LE 8712 is shown at McKees Rocks, PA on
March 26, 1962. Changes from delivery include
white pilot chevrons, yellow handrails and a
radio logo added to the cab sides. Louis A
Marre Photo, NYCSHS Archive image
SL503713

Maybe one of the most obvious changes
was the addition of a dual window on the
fireman’s side of the cab. This was done
when a third crew member was moved to
the cab of the locomotive. Per the union
agreements at the time, each crew member
had to have their own window. At least 59
EMD NW/SWs had this modification in
the mid 1950’s or early 1960’s, 27 NW2’s, 21
SW7’s, 10 SW9’s and a single SW8.

On the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie locomotives
8705-8715 and 8740-8749 passenger car
diaphragm buffers were installed above the
couplers for use as passenger depot
switchers and crew boxes were installed on
the front deck quickly after delivery.
Locomotives details and paint changed in
the twenty years of New York Central
System service. Some of these detail
changes include removal of the full-length
handrails on the early locomotives, the
arched cab windows being plated over,
addition of louvers on the engine room
doors, air horns replacing air whistle,
adding of such as cab sunshades,
engineer’s bay window, loudspeakers,
beacons, radio antenna, cab arm rests, cab
wind deflectors/mirrors, and exhaust
screens. Not all these changes were applied
to every locomotive.
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Peoria & Eastern NW2 8907:2 was built as
Indiana Harbor Belt 8715. It was transferred to
the P&E following a wreck that destroyed P&E
8907:1 an SW7 in 1965 NYCSHS Archives image
PB537027

Some of IHB’s NW2’s were transferred to
the parent road and subsidiaries. The IHB
8794 to 8802 were transferred to the NYC
keeping the same numbers between May
1966 and April 1967. IHB 8715 was
transferred to subsidiary Peoria & Eastern
in 1966 and numbered 8907 to replace
wrecked P&E SW7 of the same number. All
NYC locomotives were transferred to Penn
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Central in 1968 originally keeping their
NYC assigned numbers.

Penn Central 8770 formerly NYC 8770 has been
hastily repainted in this February 12, 1972,
photo at Columbia City, Indiana. The
locomotive one of at least 27 NYC NW2’s that
received the split window modification on the
fireman’s side. Fritz Martin photo, James
Higbee III Collection

Penn Central began a rebuilding program
where NW2’s were upgraded to 1200-hp,
receiving sealed headlights, roller bearings,
larger fuel tanks and under the cab access
hatches. Both former NYC and PRR units
were selected at random and numbered PC
9100-9109 and PC 9151-9179 with twenty
former NYC NW2 getting selected for the
rebuild program. In 1971, the P&LE sold
their 20 NW2’s to Precision National, ten of
which were purchased by the Rock Island
becoming their 4900-4909, the other ten
found work with various shorelines and
industrial operators.
Conrail came along in 1976, with the former
NYC non rebuilt NW2’s becoming Conrail
9200-9208 and 9263-9295 with the IHB
locomotive that was transferred to the P&E
becoming Conrail 8907. The rebuilt NW2’s
became Conrail 9151-9192 with former PRR
units mixed in the series.

Indiana Harbor Belt 477 and 1524 a SW1500
pull a cut of cars at IHB’s Blue Island Yard in
Riverdale IL on Aug 24, 2016. The 477 a slug
was rebuilt from IHB 8777 Seth Lakin Photo

Indiana Harbor Belt’s NW2’s continued
serving in the Chicagoland and Northwest
Indiana area until their retirement in the
early 2000’s, but two were not retired until
2009. A handful of the DES-13’s were
rebuilt by the Harbor for a couple of
different services. Two of the six BU-series
cables “calf” boosters the IHB rebuilt were
from NYC ordered NW2’s; these two were
retired in the early 2000’s with the majority
of the NW2 fleet. Four additional units
rebuilt into slug units that were not retired
until 2020.
In parts two and three of this series, we will
model a couple NW2’s in HO scale.

Come and hear some of the 18 NYCSHS
members present at the NYCSHS 2022
Convention in Albany, NY on May 12- 15.
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/ConventionRegistration_c_23.html
https://nycshs.files.wordpress.com/2021/12/nycshs202
2registrationform-1.pdf
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If you are like I am, uncoupling in lessthan-ideal conditions is very difficult for
me. Many times, I find myself with and
uncoupling tool and a flashlight fumbling
around trying to uncouple a section of my
train.
I recently found a tool that solves that
problem for me from my favorite model
railroad tool company. So, I am sharing it.

I love constructing buildings for my model
railroad and have found some great tools to
assist me in doing that. Over the years, I
have used a variety of tools to help me with
assembling the corners of my buildings at
the correct 90%. I recently found a couple of
tools for that offered by Bachmann Trains.
It appears that they do offer a small
selection of tools and I found two that
provide a solution to the corner problem.

UncoupleLITE

Bachmann Right Angle Hold & Glue Set $32.00

This tool provides an easy and accurate
way of uncoupling many HO-, On30-, Oand some N-scale locomotives and rolling
stock in reduced lighting situations.
Just clicking a button provides a bright
beam of cool LED light through a clear
acrylic rod right to the tip of the tool,
illuminating couplers. You use it by simply
sliding the tapered tip of the tool between
the knuckles of the couplers and twist
gently to separate the rolling stock.
The 4“lighted tip length and the less than
¼“diameter of the stainless steel rod,
allows you to use it to uncouple or as a
pinpoint flashlight with its focused, nonglare illumination.
It requires one AAA battery, not included.
Available from MicroMart for $19.95.
https://www.micromark.com/MicroMark-UncoupleLITE
NYCentral Modeler

Bachmann Magnetic Snap & Glue Set $75.00

https://shop.bachmanntrains.com/index.
php?main_page=index&cPath=1096
Hopefully this section provides you with
some information about railroad modeling
tools that did not know about.
If you have some tools that you find
especially useful, let us know about them.
Send
the
info
about
them
to:
nfwiddifield@nycshs.org
Noel Widdifield, NYCentral Modeler, Editor
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NYCSHS 2022 Albany, NY Convention
May 13 – 15 Albany Crown Plaza

NYCS Presentations, Saturday Train Trip and Bus Tour,
NYCSHS Banquet, Annual Meeting, Train Show
Collinwood Shop
Three Days of NYCS History and Fun!!!
Registration Fee $199.00 for All Three Days Including
Banquet
Rooms at the Albany Crowne Plaza $130.00 per night plus NY State Sales Tax
(Cutoff date 4/28/2022)

Register In Collinwood Shop

https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Convention-Registration_c_23.html

Download and Mail in a Form

https://nycshs.files.wordpress.com/2021/12/nycshs2022registrationform-1.pdf
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New York Central System Historical Society, Inc.
2022 Convention & Meeting
Albany, NY - May 13 - 15, 2022
Crowne Plaza Albany
660 Albany Shaker Road
Albany, NY 12211

Schedule
Friday, May 13, 2022
• Registration 9 am – 9 pm
• Self-Guided Layout Tours 12:00 noon –
5:00 pm
• Presentations 3 pm – 9:00 pm
• Collinwood Shop open
Saturday, May 14, 2022
• Buses Load for Tour 8:00 am
• Ride Berkshire Scenic Railroad
• Box Lunch from Angelina’s Sub Shop
• Bus tour of NYC and other railroad locations
• No-Host Reception 5:00 pm
• Banquet 6:00 pm
• Guest Speaker - John Taibi - 8:00 pm
• Annual Meeting
• Collinwood Shop open after meeting
Sunday, May 15, 2022
• Presentations 10:00 am – 2 pm
• Train & Railroadiana Show 10:00 am – 3:00
pm
• Collinwood Shop 10:00 am – 3 pm

Historic Sites

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New York State Museum
USS Slater DE-766
Schuyler Mansion
Albany Institute of History
Stephen & Harriet Myers Residence
Irish American Heritage Museum
American Indian Heritage Museum
New York State Capital
Washington Park
Erastus Corning II Tower
Times Union Center
The Egg
Albany Pine Brush Reserve
Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller Empire
State Plaza
Albany-Rensselaer Train Station

Hobby Stores & Layouts
•

Working to sign them up – Check the NYC
website for current info

Hotel Rooms

Hotel rooms will be available at the Crowne
Plaza Albany, $130.00 plus 14% tax per night.
To qualify for this reduced rate hotel
Download a form to register:
reservations must be made prior to April 28,
https://nycshs.files.wordpress.com/2021/12/n 2022. Website for hotel is:

ycshs2022registrationform-1.pdf
to download registration forms.
Register in our store: www.NYCSHS.net

www.desmondhotelsalbany.com
Reservations should be made at 518-869-8100
and ask for a room in the New York Central
System Historical Society block.

Presenters
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dick Chait - “Architectural Details of the
Albany Union Station and other NYC mainline
stations and terminals”
Doug Chapman – “Ralston Steel Company
Cars on the NYC”
Malcolm Laughlin – “NYC Family Tree,
Genealogy of the 613 companies that formed
the NYCS”
Len Gordy – “Railroad China”
Jim Suhs – “The Kankakee Belt Route”
John Taibi – “HOJACK –Remembering the
RW&O”
Bryan Monaco – “NYC Jackson
Branch/Southern Michigan Railroad”
David Saums – “Memories of the Upper
Harlem”
Newton Sweet/ Dave Mackay – “Memories of
the West Shore”
Malcolm Laughlin/Gordon Davis – “GCT to
Mott Haven Operations”
Roger Hinman – “NYC Baggage Cars”
John Barth – “First Generation Diesels/Clifton
Mines Branch”
Brian Marotta – “Hudson Division In N-Scale”
Alex Schneider/Frank Scheer – “NYC RPOs”
John Taibi – “Rehabilitating the Adirondack
RR”
Joe Burgess – “NYCS Steel Cabooses”
Blain Hayes – “History of the CUT”
Brian Solomon – “Two Centuries of the Boston
& Albany”

Disclaimer: The schedule & list of speakers and layouts is
the best that the committee understands as 12/30/2021 and
may change due to factors beyond its control. Some of
these presentations may change.
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NYCSHS Digital Shop

Over 90,000 photos online and
available to purchase.
The new NYCSHS Archive Digital Shop puts these thousands of photos at your fingertips,
just a couple of mouse clicks away. Drawings and maps coming soon.
Here is your chance to see NYC railroading as it really was, to rekindle your NYC memories,
guide your layout dreams, to help your modeling, and to further your understanding of the
NYC.

Link to Digital Shop:

NYCentral Modeler

https://nycshs.omeka.net/
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NYCSHS Digital Shop
Here is an example of what can be found
in the NYCSHS Digital Shop!!!
There were two NYC stock cars that were rebuilt
from 50' boxcars as experiments.

The first experimental stock car is the NYC 24000 lot 908-S rebuilt from a lot 694-B double
door auto boxcar (NYC 62300-62599) in 1961. These cars had regular panel roofs and 5-5
ends.

The second experimental stock car is NYC 24001, lot 933-S rebuilt from a lot 735-B box (161000161999) 40-foot boxcar in 1963. It was stretched just like some of the other NYC boxcars as it was
rebuilt from a 40-foot car and was stretched to a 50-foot car. This car had 5-5 ends and Murphy
diagonal panel roofs.

A special thanks for this to Seth Lakin, NYCSHS Modelers’ Committee Chair.

NYCentral Modeler
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O-Scale Live Steam NYCS Hudson Chassis -Part 2
Article by Joe Rothwell
I am including this note again since
it has been a while since we published
the first part of Joe’s article in 3rd
Qtr.2021.
Noel,
I got this great chassis on eBay. The ad stated
that it needs timing...code for it doesn't work. I
took a chance and bought it. After hooking it
up to my air compressor, it didn't run, as
suspected. Long story short, I made new radius
rods, about 3/64ths of an inch longer and that
did the trick. After it ran on air, I took a boatboiler set up and piped the steam to the
chassis...the video shows the results. The
throttle range is almost non-existent which is
why it ran away in the vid...but that was no
problem as the engine is built like a Swiss
watch. I have a boiler almost ready for solder
and a brass 'Williams' Hudson shell to cover it.

The real story is the maker of this chassis,
whose name is Tony Boccaoccio. I ended up
getting his phone number and now talk every
weekend with him on the progress of the
Hudson project, but mostly about his
relationship with the NY Central RR...it's
fantastic! His Grandfather was an Engineer for
NYCS and ran Hudsons and Niagaras among
other engines...Tony is a retired NASA
engineer and is equally as interesting as his
stories about his grandfather!
Joe
With the chassis testing done, the boiler can
now be tackled. The brass body-shell and
boiler that originally came the chassis was
not specifically designed as a Hudson
engine or even fit the chassis, so these were
set aside, and a new plan was needed. I
found a ‘Williams’ brass O-scale Hudson
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Photos by Joe except as noted
on eBay that was missing its tender for
about $150. This electric engine will donate
its brass shell to the live steam project. And
what a beautiful shell it is; the attention
scale and detail make this a worthy topper
for Tony’s chassis. So now we have the
chassis and the brass engine shell to
measure for the dimensions of the new
boiler. This will be a challenge for me
because I’ve only soldered a few small potboilers together and designed one small
gas-fired boiler. Some of the design criteria
will include a fire box and fire tubes per the
prototype. The safety and filler port be
placed under the existing domes on top of
the shell. Tony suggested that a super
heater will help maintain steam pressure so
this will be added.
A thick-walled piece of copper pipe, 1 ½”
ID, was cut to length and marked for the
fire box. Only two cuts are made for the fire
box, T-shaped if you will, using a rotary
hand-tool spinning a carbide cut-off wheel.

The two cuts can be seen here. A thin cut-off
disk is fine for such a small job.

The newly cut area is heated with a torch to
the point where it becomes annealed and
then shaped after it cools.
2nd Quarter 2022
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O-Scale Live Steam NYCS Hudson Chassis -Part 2
fire tubes inside boilers, but at the scale
we’re working with here, most of that goes
out the window. The area of the throat plate
where the fire tubes go through is less than
3/4” square…so you put as many tubes as
you can in this area.

Annealed and shaped, the fire box is quickly
completed. Scorch marks from heating still
evident.

A wooden buck is carved from a piece of
2”x4” to the inside dimensions of the fire
box and slipped inside to help hammer the
sides flat while preserving the arch. This
old method of making a fire box works best
if the fire box doesn’t need to be deep. For
this project, it works out fine. To finish the
fire box, a rear plate (back head) and
forward plate (throat plate) are cut out of
paper cardstock first and fitted to the fire
box. When all looks good, the shapes are
traced onto .060 sheet copper and cut.

On the right of the photo is the back head being
laid out on a sheet of copper, ready for cutting
out.

The throat plate gets drilled for the fire
tubes. Now, much study by engineers has
been devoted to the size and placement of
NYCentral Modeler

The throat plate fitted to the fire box. The fire
tubes still need to be flared.

I could fit three ¼” tubes and two 3/16”
tubes in that space. If a cross section of the
boiler at mid-point is drawn, you would see
the bottom 2/5ths of the boiler tube is
occupied with fire tubes surrounded by
water and the middle 2/5ths above this is
the useable ‘steam’ water. The top 1/5 is an
air gap, left open where steam builds up
pressure and gets siphoned off for various
duties.

The boiler front plate also gets the paper
cardstock treatment, being extra careful
with the placement of the fire tube exit
holes. Again, this is transferred to sheet
copper and cut out. A quick word about
cutting and drilling copper, the stuff
doesn’t like to be worked…you know, like
a Millennial. However, the material is soft
and will yield to most methods of removal,
if done with a little patience. The last piece
to be fabricated is the crown sheet for the
fire box. I put an arch in the crown sheet to
eliminate the use of stays. The size of the
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O-Scale Live Steam NYCS Hudson Chassis -Part 2
sheet is 2 ½” x 1 ½”, just too small for a stay
to make a difference. I’ll get more support
from the arch is my opinion. Okay, maybe
one stay through the side of the fire box at
mid-point, perpendicular to centerline (just
below the crown sheet) might be useful, but
I will forego this one too. Operating
pressure is around 40 PSI at best, paltry by
steam engine standards. All the parts fit
snugly, but not too tight as we want solder
to flow around the joints.
After drilling holes in the top of the boiler
for the safety bushing and filler plug
bushing, the boiler is partially assembled
for soldering. The fire tube ends at the fire
box end were flared first with one of my old
brass surveyors plumb bob. Anneal both
tube ends before starting assembly so that
flaring is painless. The flare keeps them
from falling out and cuts down on
annoyance. Once the fire tubes are soldered
to the throat plate, the other end of the
tubes at the front plate can be flared after
the front plate is set in place.

stronger solder joint. All front-plate fire
tubes were soldered at the same time,
including the circular outer seam of the
plate.
I broke from tradition by soldering the
arched crown sheet into the fire box next.

Fire box and arched crown sheet soldered and
ready for backhead plate.

The back head plate and throttle 'bushing' at
the top makes for a simple cab. Gas tank will
be in the tender and piped over.

The fire tubes need to be trimmed...this is at the
front plate.

My front plate is a rather tight fit to the
boiler, so flaring the ends of the tubes
gently did not knock the plate out of
alignment. These were flared for an overall
NYCentral Modeler

This piece usually gets put in last, after the
back head sheet is soldered on, but the idea
of trying to fit that tiny, curved sheet into
the fire box, in and out repeatedly, until it
fit seemed a bit much. Also, I could control
the amount of solder on the ‘inside’ side of
the crown sheet and get a better fillet of
solder with the back head out of the way. A
super-heater was bent from one piece of
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copper tubing and slipped into the bottom
two fire tubes, exiting into the fire box.

The super heater tube inside the fire box. Solder
joints are heavy and have a nice fillet

The back head was pre-tinned with solder
first, cooled, pickled, re-fluxed and then
soldered on with a little bit more solder.
The throttle is the internal type with the exit
at the front plate and into the smokebox
and the throttle screw is on the back head
end, at the top. This gets soldered on last.

Front plate shows the fire tubes, super heater
tubes and single steam line at top. The smoke
box is a two piece arc, half on the bottom and
the body shell will fill in the top arc when
installed.

All the parts of the boiler were pickled
before any soldering took place. I like ‘citric
acid’ for my pickle solution as it seems
relatively safe. It’s made from tap water
NYCentral Modeler

poured into a plastic tub, (large enough to
fully submerse the boiler) and powdered
citric acid mixed in. How much? When the
water just starts to have trouble dissolving
the powder, you’ve reached saturation.
About 2 lbs. per gallon is a good starting
point. Citric acid is cheap on the internet,
expensive at the health stores. First, soak all
the boiler pieces in the pickle solution
overnight (for a deep clean) before any
soldering begins. When a soldering session
ends and the piece cools off, 15 minutes in
the pickle is plenty of time to remove solder
residue, then rinse well with tap water and
dry. I lost track of how many soldering
sessions it took to assemble the boiler, way
over a dozen for sure. A pro probably could
have done it in two or three sessions, but I
was in no hurry and the boiler acted like we
never stopped as each session was started
and completed.
The solder used was ‘JM Easy-flo #1’, 50%
silver and with 18% Cadmium…all my
soldering was done outdoors, so I get the
benefit of the Cadmium without the fume
danger. JM Easy-flo flux powder was
mixed with distilled water into a paste and
used liberally on all solder joints.

A heavy application of flux helps when so
many joints are clustered in a small area. This
is best soldered in one session. It can still be resoldered if need be, though, if the first session
falls short.
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two hands for most of the job, but
sometimes I had a helper on the big torch
for the more complex sessions. The three
rules for any successful solder joint, hard or
soft, is clean/bright joint area, lots of flux
and lastly, lots of heat. If it’s weak in any
one of those three areas, the job won’t go
well at best. All this info has been written
many times, but it’s nice to read it every
now and then.
The box is .060 sheet brass. The tubing is K&S
and the jet is commercial bought.

Heat comes from a torch handle and hose
hooked up to a 5-gallon propane cylinder.
The torch handle is the type that mixes the
air high up in the handle and not at the tip.
This is critical and lets the torch stay lit
when the tip is inserted into something like
the fire box…it doesn’t go out like a tipmixed one does. The burner tip is about an
inch in diameter and is the main heat
source for silver soldering, aka silver
brazing. I also used a standard home
propane torch with the stock tip, you know
the type with the small cylinder (about a
foot long) that screws onto a smallish tipfed torch.
I would flux the area that needed soldering,
cut little pillions of solder and lay them on
the seam and into the flux, then slowly heat
the body of the boiler nearest the soldering
site with the big torch. The actual seam was
then heated with the smaller torch while
the big torch was continually applied
nearby until the flux melted and then rather
quickly, the solder melts and flows. The
added heat of the smaller torch made the
job almost painless and had more pinpoint
control than did the big torch. The big torch
prevented the heat from the smaller torch
from being wicked/sink’ed off. Yep, it took
NYCentral Modeler

The burner for this boiler is a ceramic plate
and gas type, which is getting more
popular. Heavy brass sheet for the burner
box was cut and silver soldered together. A
very low-profile was needed, so the
ceramic plate was sanded down to the
thinnest possible thickness.

The box is silver soldered and is about the
lowest profile as I could get and still have a
usable burner.

A V-shaped brass baffle sits under the
ceramic plate along with a V-shaped
stainless wire mesh-screen support for the
plate.

The flame piled up at the far side until the
baffle was JB Welded inside. Also visible is the
stainless mesh-screen.

Brass tube holds the jet and is soldered into
the box on one end. A test fire shows lots of
heat.
2nd Quarter 2022
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Early test fit in the fire box...just low enough,
should be fine.

One of the attractions of the hobby...like a
moth to a flame...

The next article in this series will be the
plumbing and mounting of the boiler and
shell.

Classic NYC promotional ads
NYCentral Modeler
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We introduced this feature in the NYCentral
Modeler to showcase some of our NYCSHS
members modeling. We are requesting that
you send us some photos of your models
with a short caption. We will showcase
these models in each new edition. Send
photos to: NFWiddifield@NYCSHS.org

Tom added the chicken wire on the
sides. Since the prototypes for both used
the non-stepped (passenger) pilots, these
were both modified.

Steve Lasher’s Rotary

Tom Bailey’s Models

Although most of us know Tom Bailey for his
beautiful steam locomotive models, he has
done some diesels. This is a shot of his F units
on Doug Leffler’s layout back in the day. It is
hard to believe this is not a photo of the real
thing. Doug Leffler photo.

Tom’s models were stock Athearn
mechanisms with the coupler mountings
shortened to reduce the gap between units
and/or cars.
Since then, he has reworked both with
NWSL 40-inch nickel-silver wheels and ALine replacement motoring kits. The
performance is drastically improved to
where they will cooperate when run as a
lashup, and are smooth and quiet. Both are
the only road diesel locomotives on his
layout, but he prefers running his heavily
kitbashed H-5h steamer. The lead unit,
#1659 is pretty much stock Athearn, which
holds up quite well to much newer
tooling. The trailing unit, #1615 uses a Cox
F-3 body on the Athearn mechanism.

NYCentral Modeler

We were so impressed with Steve & Russ’s
rotary snowplow that we included another
shot of it in this section. Steve took the
Walthers model and added/painted all the
grabs, then added the operating headlight, bell,
weathering, and a sound decoder. Of course, his
usual fine weathering too. They used it at the
beginning of our last ops and the guests got a
big kick seeing it do its thing. Russel Weis
photo.

Bob Shaw’s Model

Bob provided this photo to be used as a teaser
for his upcoming article, "Restoring a 1954
Lionel 2065 Hudson and 2046 Tender" in this
edition. Bob passed away in December 2021.
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Warren Frost Models

Empire Hudson along with a brass Westside J3 #5453; The 5453 has new NWSL 28:1 gear
and a Canon motor, plus the cab curtains they
all get. 5453 has Tsunami 2 sound. He painted
it with Scalecoat one, the only paint for brass.
The Empire Hudson has factory sound, which
sounds good at 75 MPH. He likes the MTH timed
to the exhaust smoke, and using the MTH "coal
scented" fluid, because it smells great. MTH has
a great "blower", so the smoke roars out the
stack when sitting.

Both engines above are Key models. Warren
changed the gears and motors, used Scale Coat
1 paint, and added Tsunami 2 sound. Whistles
were mostly higher pitch chime-like, but some
were deep sounding. All photos & videos by
Paul Burnmeister on a hobby shop layout.

To view many of the YouTube NYCS
models click on the link below. There are
other videos on this YouTube channel, but
by scrolling down you will find a huge
number of NYCS related ones.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCf
IYcdUUol3e2Fd1cjsxPdQ/videos

These three photos above are just another example
of Warrens modeling skills.

NYCentral Modeler

We continue to ask for photos and articles
for the magazine, but we receive very few.
We spend an inordinate amount of time
trying to get our members to share their
modeling with us. This column was an
attempt to make it easier to share photos
rather than writing articles, but we have
gotten very few photos. It only takes a few
minutes to take a photo with your phone
and email it with a caption telling us about
it.
Please
do
that.
Email
to:
NFWiddifield@NYCSHS.org
2nd Quarter 2022
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Join the NYCSHS Today and Be a Part of the Best
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Visit the NYCSHS Collinwood Shop
As a NYCSHS member, you enjoy a 20% discount on many of the items in the store. We offer
a wide-selection of models, engineering drawing CDs and DVDs, movie DVDs, NYCSHS
calendars, a large collection of books on the NYCS, hats, T-shirts, sweatshirts, jackets, polo
shirts, dress shirts, towels, blankets, plaques, patches, mouse pads, cups, and art prints -- all
with the NYC logo.
Our model selection includes NYCS locos, rolling stock, and buildings, and they all are at 20%
off MSRP. For some of the locos this means a savings of more than $50 each.
To take advantage of this 20% savings, you must join today. Memberships start at only $44
per year and bring many benefits in addition to the 20% savings in the “Collinwood Shop”.
Join using the application on page 40 or Click here to join at the “Collinwood Shop”.

NYCentral Modeler
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New York Central System
Historical Society
P.O. Box 126, Oak Creek, WI 53154-0126
***Note New Mailing Address***

2022 New Membership Application
Regular Member – U.S. w/print Central Headlight -------------------------------------- $44.00 ______
---- Digital Edition of Central Headlight (US Members only) ------------------- ADD $15.00 ______
Regular Member – International w/digital edition Central Headlight ----------- $44.00 ______
---Canada & Mexico - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage --------- ADD $ 8.00 ______
---Other Countries - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage------------ ADD $44.00 ______
Options:
Contributing Member * ----------------------------------------------------------------- ADD $16.00 ______
Sustaining Member * --------------------------------------------------------------------

ADD $36.00 ______

TOTAL $____________
Membership runs from January 1 to December 31.
* Contributing and Sustaining are for members who wish to render greater support to the
work of the Society. These generous contributors will be acknowledged in Central Headlight.
You may also purchase membership on-line in Collinwood Shop.
http://www.nycshs.net/memberships_c_14.html

Please fill in all blanks.
Name: ___________________________________________________________________
Street Address: __________________________________________________________
City: ___________________________________ State/Province: ________________
9 Digit Zip: ___________________________

Is this a new address? Yes

□

No

□

Country if outside U.S.A.: _______________________________________________
E-Mail Address: _________________________________________________________
Phone: _________________________ Cell□ Home□
Modeling Interest: Do you model the NYC? _____What Scale? _______________
Special Interest(s): ______________________________________________________

□ No□

May the NYCSHS share your name and contact information with other NYCSHS Members? Yes
Your personal information will never be shared with outside parties.
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New York Central System
Historical Society
P.O. Box 126, Oak Creek, WI 53154-0126
***Note New Mailing Address***

2022 Membership Renewal Form
Regular Member – U.S. w/print Central Headlight -------------------------------------- $44.00 ______
---- Digital Edition of Central Headlight (US Members only) ------------------- ADD $15.00 ______
Regular Member – International w/digital edition Central Headlight ----------- $44.00 ______
---Canada & Mexico - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage --------- ADD $ 8.00 ______
---Other Countries - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage------------ ADD $44.00 ______
Life Member * – (Return form to retain membership) ----------------------------------- $ 0.00 ______
Charter Member * (Member Numbers 1-350 only) ---------------------------------------- $40.00 ______
Options:
Contributing Member ** ----------------------------------------------------------------- ADD $16.00 ______
Sustaining Member ** -------------------------------------------------------------------- ADD $36.00 ______
TOTAL $____________
Membership runs from January 1 to December 31.
* Life and Charter categories are for existing Life and Charter Members ONLY.
** Contributing and Sustaining are for members who wish to render greater support to the
work of the Society. These generous contributors will be acknowledged in Central Headlight.
You may also purchase membership on-line in Collinwood Shop.
http://www.nycshs.net/memberships_c_14.html

Please fill in all blanks.

Membership #: ____________

Name: ___________________________________________________________________
Street Address: __________________________________________________________
City: ___________________________________ State/Province: ________________
9 Digit Zip: ___________________________

Is this a new address? Yes

□

No

□

Country if outside U.S.A.: _______________________________________________
E-Mail Address: _________________________________________________________
Phone: _________________________ Cell□ Home□
Modeling Interest: Do you model the NYC? _____What Scale? _______________
Special Interest(s): ______________________________________________________

□ No□

May the NYCSHS share your name and contact information with other NYCSHS Members? Yes
Your personal information will never be shared with outside parties.
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Building Westerfield’s 70-Ton USRA Hopper
Article by Bob Chapman

Photos by Bob

Why an article on a kit whose instructions
are already pretty good?
1. The instructions
prototype details,

leave

out

a

few

2. a few of the steps can benefit from some
elaboration,
3. Westerfield’s
thumbnails, and

photos

are

grainy

4. it’s an important NYC prototype that
transition-era modelers should be featuring
in their roster.

Westerfield’s HO scale 70-ton USRA-design
hopper kit builds into a fine prototype model of
NYC’s huge 13,800 car fleet.

An Important NYC Prototype
In 1918 when the USRA took control of the
nation’s
railroads,
it
developed
standardized plans for several freight car
types, including a 70-ton three-bay outsidebraced hopper car. While the design was
never built during USRA control, C&O and
the NYC System utilized the design for
their purchases in 1923-26. The primary
spotting difference between the two roads
was the ends – radial on C&O, and flat on
NYC; there was also a less prominent
difference in hopper door locking
mechanism. Note that the cars were built
with a shallow center hopper and rebuilt in
the late-30s and early-40s with the standard
sawtooth hopper design. As the cars were
rebuilt, hopper door mechanisms were
modified, Type K brakes were replaced
with Type AB, brake platform was
modified, interior crossties were removed,
and the NYC cars renumbered

According to Westerfield, NYC’s cars were built as follows:
Road

Lot #

Spec. #

Builder

Year

Orig. Series

PMcK&Y

435-H

480-B

PSC

1923

53000-54999

1500

P&LE

436-H

480-B

SSB

1923

66000-67499

1500

NYC

466-H

480-B

SSB

1923

425000-426499

908000-909499

1500

NYC

467-H

480-B

PSC

1923

426500-426999

909500-909999

500

P&LE

476-H

480-B

PSC

1923

67500-67799

NYC

488-H

480-C

SSB

1924

427000-431999

P&LE

495-H

480-C

PSC

1924

56000-56999

NYC

496-H

480-C

PSC

1924

432000-433499

917000-918499

1500

NYC

499-H

480-C

SSB

1924

433500-433999

918500-918999

500

P&LE

525-H

480-D

PSC

1926

57500-57999

Total

NYCentral Modeler

Later Series

# Cars

300
911000-915999

5000
1000

500
13800
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Building Westerfield’s 70-Ton USRA Hopper
Roster totals remained strong through the
mid-50s, with 11,803 still in service in 1955.
Six of NYC’s 1924 cars survived into 1965
for a 41-year service life.
Additional coverage with prototype photos
appears in the article “70-Ton Hopper Cars
of the New York Central,” Charles M.
Smith, Central Headlight, Vol. XIII, No. 3,
Third Quarter 1983.
The Westerfield Kit
In 1986, Westerfield offered a series of kits
for C&O’s and NYC System’s 70-ton USRAdesign hoppers. The NYC cars were offered
in four variations – NYC and PMcK&Y asbuilt (#2103 and #2104), and NYC and
PMcK&Y as-rebuilt and modernized
(#2153 and #2154). All four kits are
currently listed in Westerfield’s catalog.

we’ll reference only the steps where we
have something to add (no need to spend
pixels for something that is already OK).
We’ll base our comments on the
modernized NYC kit #2153, although most
will also apply to the other kit variations.
A disclaimer – my personal starting point
was the modernized C&O kit which I had
overbought for my C&O coal train. A
careful look at the photos will reveal the
radial C&O ends kitbashed to NYC flat
ends, and less visible C&O door hangers on
the hopper bottoms which I elected not to
change.
Building the Model
Step 4 – A map pin is handy for creating
locator dimples prior to drilling.

At their introduction 35 years ago, the
hoppers were state-of-the-art flat kits, with
the carbody comprised of ten basic parts,
thankfully including a one-piece casting of
the three hoppers. Each casting features
fine detail carefully matched to the
prototype.
Setting off the model is its individually
applied detail. I counted 111 individual
detail items (excluding trucks and
couplers) on my completed model,
somewhat reinforcing the undeserved
concept of “Westerfear”. The model is
clearly not “shake the box,” but neither are
any of the detail addition steps
intimidating. Turn on some music, work
patiently and carefully, enjoy the ride, and
you’ll be rewarded with a fine prototype
model.
Westerfield provides clear instructions for
each step, which fortunately are
sequentially numbered; for our project,
NYCentral Modeler

Completed B-end detail; the left legs of the end
ladder grabs were snipped very short to avoid
interfering with the sider ladder grabs.
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Building Westerfield’s 70-Ton USRA Hopper
Step 12 – Consider sanding the interior
plates thinner; on my model, they came out
looking a bit heavy. Westerfield suggests
locating the plates behind the sidestakes
using a bright light. I had better luck
measuring from the end of the side and
drawing vertical locator lines with a square.
Do this behind sidestakes 1,3,4,5,6,7, and 9;
you’ll add 3, 5, and 7 now, and the others in
later steps.

Completed left side, with end brake system
detail visible.

Completed right side; note the train line
suspended below the bottom of the side.

Completed interior; the interior splice plates
are located behind sidestakes 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and
9, with triangular gussets at 4 and 6

Step 14 – I made the long lower-left grab
differently. After the carbody was
assembled at Step 30, I bent .012” wire into
a “L” and installed it by drilling through
the corner post from the side and into the
nearest center post on the end. On the side,
the end of the “L” nearest the center of the
car was bent into a short “L” and glued
into a hole drilled next to the attachment
rivet. The result is a one-piece L-shaped
grab covering the side and end, with
everything exactly lined up.
Steps 16-22 – These are important steps.
Work slowly, making sure that each part
fits precisely, and you’ll be rewarded with
a square, gap-free assembly.

NYCentral Modeler

Step 24 – Consider sanding the top corner
braces thinner – again, a bit thick on my
model.
Step 25 – Note that these are crossbearers
on the underframe.

An after-paint view of the underbody; brake
system components hidden by the trucks were
not modeled.

Step 31 – A prototype model such as this
deserves scale-sized couplers, such as
Kadee #178. I’m leery of the durability of
glue-mounted coupler boxes in operation
2nd Quarter 2022
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Building Westerfield’s 70-Ton USRA Hopper
and secured the boxes to the centersill with
2-56 x 3/16” screws.
Step 34 – Before installing the triangular
cross ridge stakes, glue interior plates
behind sidestakes 4 and 6 (see Step 12). On
my model, I ended up with a slight gap
between the bottoms of the triangular cross
ridge stakes; a later look at the prototype
photo shows no gap. If your model sports a
gap, fill it with a scrap of styrene strip.
Step 35 – I was unable to understand the
purpose of this step and omitted it.
Step 37 – Assemble the AB brake system
components from the Tichy sprue. Insert
the brake piston into the cylinder as far as
it will go, its clevis oriented vertically.
Disclaimer – I omitted the brake system
piping; if you value this, you’re at the
mercy of the Westerfield instructions. The
reservoir rests on a short length of .020” x
.060” strip glued atop of the diagonal brace
and butting against the interior of the
sidesill, running parallel to the end. Glue
the reservoir with the two vertical nubs on
its end facing the outside of the car, and the
piping dimples facing the end of the car.
Glue the triple valve centered atop the
centersill, its back end butted against the
bolster assembly. Glue a long cast resin
brake lever about 1/3 the way from its
bottom into the brake cylinder clevis; glue
the cylinder atop the diagonal brace butting
the bolster, such that the brake lever is
aligned just at the outer edge of the lefthand centerpost. Cut a length of styrene
strip with one end matching the
underneath angle of the slopesheet, and the
other end extending past the centerpost. I
used a piece of the kit’s .020” x .060” inch
strip for this; a lighter piece such as .010” x
.040” might be a better choice. Glue the
piece to the bottom of the slopesheet, the
NYCentral Modeler

top of the brake lever, and the edge of the
centerpost. Trim any scrap that extends
beyond the centerpost.
Step 39 – I bent the retainer pipe to match
the NYC prototype photo. To secure the
pipe, drill a hole just below the retainer
valve, bend a short angle in the pipe, and
glue it into the hole.
Step 40 – While my NYC prototype photos
don’t show the carbody side with the train
line pipe, on most hoppers it runs below the
edge of the side bending inward at each
end and is usually suspended from eyebolttype fittings. For my model, I used four
Tichy #3037 eyebolts located under everyother sidestake. Detail Associates #2206
eyebolts are a good alternative.
Step 43 – Since I started with the C&O kit,
the door hangers on my model are nonNYC, a slight difference that I choose to
ignore. To mount the Wine door latches
more securely, I glued a short stub of .010”
x .040” styrene strip butting the edge of
molded strip on the side of the hopper, then
glued the latches across the molded and
styrene strips.
Step 44 – I was unable to find and exact
match to the 70-ton trucks shown in the
NYC prototype photo and used a more
generic 70-ton truck of unknown brand
from my parts stash. Kadee #566 and Atlas
#192000 are both very credible stand-ins,
and similar to my choice. With trucks
mounted, the car is about half the
recommended NMRA weight. Now is a
good time to test your model in operation;
be sure to include a stint as first car in your
longest freight train. If the car proves too
light, weight can be increased by adding
lead shot into the underbody cavities. My
car operated fine with no additional
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Building Westerfield’s 70-Ton USRA Hopper
weight, but as they say, your mileage may
vary.
Step 46 – With operation, despite careful
handling, I have had very poor experience
with fragile cast resin stirrups such as
Westerfield’s. I substituted metal A-Line
#29000 stirrups and mounted them into a
short length of .060” x .060” styrene strip
glued behind the sidesill at each corner.
Step 47a – Omitted from Westerfield’s
instructions are uncoupling levers. Bend
them from .012” wire and mount them with
Tichy or DA eyebolts.
Step 49 – Prototype color matching is said
to be the third rail of prototype modeling;
prototype colors were known to vary, and
no two modelers see colors exactly alike. To
my eye, many of NYC’s transition-era
freight cars have a brownish red hue;
Scalecoat2 #13 Boxcar Red seems a good
match to what I am seeing and provides a
great glossy surface for decaling.

An unweathered look at Scalecoat2 Boxcar
Red. My eye sees NYC freight car color as a
brownish red, but each modeler is encouraged
to use the color that looks right to them

Step 53 – Lacking a NYC lettering diagram,
I measured from prototype photos to
determine decal placement. While I liked
the extensive end lettering supplied by

NYCentral Modeler

Westerfield and shown in prototype
photos, I found it greatly oversized in the
decal, and sadly omitted it. Chalk marks
were added from a Speedwitch Media set.
A final coat of Testor’s Dullcote provided a
flat finish – a great starting point for
weathering.
Step 54 – There are few clean hopper cars
in the world, and for my model I chose light
weathering for the sides and ends, with
heavier effects on the trucks, interior, and
underbody. The interior and trucks were
painted Grimy Black and lightly
oversprayed with a grungy rust mix;
crevices were highlighted with AIM dark
rust weathering powder. The sides were
dusted with AIM dark grey weathering
powder, allowing a bit of extra buildup
around the sidestakes where air current
eddies would encourage accumulation of
coal dust. The hoppers and underbody
received a bit of extra dark grey.

The interior was painted Grimy Black with a
light overspray of a grungy rust color; seams
and crevices were highlighted with dark rust
weathering powder

We’re done! We now have a fine model of a
design unique to NYC, representing one of
NYC’s most populous freight car classes.
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Comparison of A and B ends.

Righthand side, completed and weathered; dark grey weathering powder was dusted onto the sides,
and built up representing coal dust accumulation at the sidestakes.

NYCentral Modeler
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New York Central System Historical Society
NYC Lines Magazine 1919- 1932 Order Form

Please Print
Name__________________________________________________Member#_______
Address________________________________________________________________
City________________________State/Province______Zip/Postal Code__________
Country__________________Telephone_______________ Email_______________
Number of DVDs Purchased___________________________
Check or Money Order Amount Attached $________________________________
Make all checks or money orders out to NYCSHS
DVDs are $63.20 each for NYCSHS members and $79.00 for non-members
Shipping is free. Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio Sales Tax or $5.06 per DVD
for members and $6.32 for non-members. Non-US customers must order from
out Collinwood Shop. (US currency only.)

Mail this form and check or money order to:
NYCSHS
NYC Lines Magazine Order
P.O. Box 1597
Leesburg, VA 20176
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Modeling A NYC 60’ Heavyweight Baggage Car
Article by William E. Botkin
Why would a modeler of the Lackawanna
in the early 1950’s have a need for a New
York Central baggage car? In that era, the
Lackawanna operated two trains that
connected with the NYC/Michigan Central
in Buffalo for through service to Detroit.
From a passenger perspective, the service
was handled by a NYC heavyweight 6-6

Photos by Bill except as noted
“Popular” series sleeper on the eastbound
Pocono Express and westbound on the
Twilight. A few years ago, I purchased a
Precision Scale painted brass model of the
NYC 6-6 “Poplar” series cars for my model
of the Pocono Express/Twilight trains. I
added an interior, passengers as well as
non-flicker LED lighting.

Precision Scale NYC 6-6 heavyweight sleeper “Poplar Bay” on the Lackawanna Pocono Express. The
interior was added along with passengers and non-flicker LED lighting.

It would make sense that there would have
been the exchange of each other’s baggage
cars on that service, but until recently I had
not seen photographic evidence of a NYC
baggage car on those trains. However, a
color photo of the Pocono Express in the
1950’s passing through my hometown of

NYCentral Modeler

Morristown, NJ with a two-tone gray
heavyweight NYC baggage in the consist
recently surfaced taken by the late Bill
Hopping.
Not being familiar with NYC models, I
consulted with my good friend and
renowned NYC modeler Victor Hand
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Modeling A NYC 60’ Heavyweight Baggage Car
about possible models. At the time, Victor
was in the process of building a number of
Bethlehem Car Works 3-D printed 60 foot
“type 3” baggage car kits, BCW #4240, for
his railroad and suggested that kit for my
train.

Photo of the Lackawanna Pocono Express with
a NYC heavyweight two-tone gray baggage car
passing through Morristown, NJ in the 1950’s.

NYC Steel 60-Foot Baggage Cars Reference
As a reference, the March and April issues
of Mainline Modeler have a two-part article
on these cars along with plans. The “type
3” cars were built by Pullman, AC&F and
NYC West Albany. According to Victor,
the BCW kit represented cars in the number
series 8066 – 8277 and 8846 – 8850. They
were painted a dark, Pullman or Pacemaker
green until the mid-1950’s when some were
repainted in the two-tone gray NYC livery.

addition, I wanted the floor to be
removable for any future maintenance.
The key to building any flat sided kit is to
test fit the roof, ends and sides before
gluing anything together. Using masking
tape to hold the roof, ends and sides
together, I found some filing and sanding
was required to insure everything would
be square and fit together precisely without
gaps.
Before gluing any pieces together, I drilled
the holes for the hand grabs, formed the
hand grabs from stainless steel .012-inch
wire and glued them in place. For the end
“L” shaped grabs, I used a Detail Associates
lift ring for the attachment point at the
corner. To improve the brake wheel and
brake chain details, I drilled holes for 40
links per inch A-Line chain. One end was
hidden behind the brake wheel and the
other end dropped through a hole I drilled
in the end sill. To attach the PSC brake
wheel, I used a Tichy NBW #8016 that
added detail to the brake wheel.

Building the Kit
The instructions included with the BCW kit
are basic, but adequate for modelers who
have previously built flat-side passenger
car kits. Prior to starting construction, I
took an inventory of the parts included and
decided to upgrade some of the details
including the brake wheels (PSC # 31119),
brake chain (A-Line #250), steam traps
(PSC #33170), steps (PSC #33297) and
diaphragms (American Limited #9200). In
NYCentral Modeler

Car end showing details added including
handrails and grabs, brake wheel, NBW and
brake chain.

Once the roof, ends and sides were glued
together, I re-enforced the joints with a
bead five-minute epoxy. To make the floor
removable, I glued four styrene blocks on
the inside of the sides toward each end of
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Final underbody details followed the plans
included in the kit, though I substituted
PSC steam traps and steps for the parts
provided by BCW. Trucks are not supplied
with the kit, so I utilized a spare pair of
brass trucks from a Railworks DL&W
baggage car that were an exact match for
the NYC trucks. I opted not to add the
chain detail that attached the ends of the
trucks to the underframe.

thoroughly dry, I used 1/32-inch Chartpak
crepe tape to mask the SP Lettering Gray
area based on painting diagrams supplied
by NYC modeler Dave Staplin which
showed the stripes just below the rivet line
under the name board and the belt rail.
Leaving the striping masking tape in place,
next I painted Scalecoat II NYC Light Gray
on the center band. (Photo Below) Once the
light gray band was thoroughly dry, I
masked both the light gray stripes and the
center band and painted the Scalecoat II
NYC Dark Gray above and below the
center band and stripes.

BCW kit components assembled and ready for
painting.

Detail showing masking of two-inch stripes
with 1/32-inch tape.

the car. After fitting the floor in place, holes
were drilled and tapped for 2-56 screws
through the floor into the blocks.

Painting and Decaling

Though the NYC didn’t begin painting
these cars two-tone gray until at least the
mid-1950’s, I decided to stretch my era to
accommodate painting the car in the
handsome NYC two-tone gray livery.
Originally, I had planned to use Microscale
striping decals, but these were unavailable
from Microscale. Instead, I painted the
light gray stripes using a technique
described by a professional passenger car
painter, Boyd Reyes.
After painting the entire car with Scalecoat
II MOW gray as a base, I airbrushed the
area where the light gray stripe was located
using Floquil SP Lettering Gray without
masking.
After the stripe area was
NYCentral Modeler

At this point, I sent a photo of the painted
shell to Dave Staplin.

Car body after painting and masking tape
removed.
He noted that I made a mistake by painting
the stripes and center band across the
doors. The NYC painted the baggage car
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doors solid dark gray, a detail that this
Lackawanna modeler missed! It was an
easy fix to mask and repaint the doors dark
gray.
The ends of the car were painted with
Scalecoat II NYC Dark Gray, and the roof
was painted with Floquil Weathered Black.
For the underbody and trucks, a mixture of
Floquil Grimy Black and Roof Brown was
used. In preparation for decals, the sides
were airbrushed with Testors Glosscoat.
According to Dave Staplin, the most
accurate decals for this car are the Champ
sets PH-33 or PH-33A that I found on eBay.

The New York Central lettering had to be
cut apart and respaced to fit in the space
between the doors. The car numbers on the
sheet seemed a bit small, but not wanting to
buy additional decal sheets, I used them.
After decaling, I did some light weathering
on the roof, ends, underbody and trucks
and coated the car with a 50/50 mixture of
Testors Glosscoat and Dullcoat to hide the
decal film.
Finally, window glazing was done with
Clover House .010 Lexan which is crystal
clear material that looks as good as glass in
this application.

Bethlehem Car Works 3-D printed 60 foot “type 3” baggage car kits, BCW #4240 car ready for service.

NYCentral Modeler
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Modeling A NYC 60’ Heavyweight Baggage Car

Bill’s model of Lackawanna Pocono Express with the Bethlehem Car Works 3-D printed 60 foot “type
3” baggage car approaching Port Morris Jct., NJ in the early 1950’s.

Thanks to New York Central System Historical Society modelers Victor Hand and Dave
Staplin for their assistance with this project.

NYCentral Modeler
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Modeling The NYC Franklin/Oil Branch by Chuck Beargie – Part

Warren Frost shares some of his many NYCS modeling photos.

NYCentral Modeler
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Phil Darkins Continues his NYCS Layout Down Under

Tom Long Returns To Model An ACF Baggage/Coach in N-Scale

In May 1944, the New York Central ordered 20 Baggage/ 48-seat coach cars from American Car and
Foundry (ACF) as Lot 2730. These cars were delivered to the railroad in February and March of 1947
and were numbered 280-299. Tom tells us how he modeled this car in N-Scale.

NYCentral Modeler
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We are continuing to take 2022 memberships
Don’t miss out on all the fun and knowledge available with memberships in
the NYCSHS.
Modelers, Fans, Researchers, Former Employees.
You find them all.
Click here to join or renew for another year!! http://www.nycshs.net

These number plates are still available in the Collinwood Shop
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCS-Steam-Locomotive-NumberPlates_c_158.html
NYCentral Modeler
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Some scans from the NYCS Central Headlight Flash Drive

NYCS publicity events were a big part of the advertising campaigns conducted by the railroad.
Pictured above is one of those events on the IHB where visitors were allow to tour some of the
newest NYCS streamlined passenger cars. Wouldn’t it be fun to be able to do that now.

Buy one of the NYCS Central Headlight Magazines 1940 – 1968 flash
drives and enjoy 100s of these types of photos, ads, and stories.
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Archive-Products-Photos-and-Val-Maps_c_180.html

NYCentral Modeler
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Some items from the New York Central Lines Magazine Flash Drive

Two cartoons from a 1930 contest reminding NYCL employees to conserve fuel.
NYC Lines Magazine ads from 1923 –The magazines that were published by the NYC from 1921 –
1932.
The ads for products and photos are found on the NYCLs Magazine make this NYCSHS Flash Drive
very interesting reading. It is wonderful to be able to learn about the NYC in the days when our
parents and/or grandparents may have ridden or watched the NYC as youngsters.
New York Central Lines Magazine was published and distributed to the over 100,00 NYC employees.
The covers provide a glimpse of life at that time. This ad brings back some interesting memories for
those who saw these products in the homes of our parents and grandparents as we were growing up.
For many of our younger members these are only things that disappeared before they were born. The
NYCSHS has published a DVD containing all of the issues of the magazine. It was published from
1919 to 1932 with only a gap of one year during the coal strike from April 1921 to April 1922. Look
for it in the Collinwood Shop https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Archive-Products-Photosand-Val-Maps-_c_180.html
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Vintage NYCS Advertisements & Posters

These ads illustrate some of the things that made the NYCS great in years past. This one was an ad
the NYC touting the 20th Century Limited.

Take a ride on the NYC&HRRR back in the good old days? There is some difference in the comfort
level and dress between the two ads.

NYCentral Modeler
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NYCentral Modeler Final Thoughts

One of the wonderful things about being the editor of this magazine is reading each of the
articles submitted to us as they come from the authors. Each one showcases the author’s
modeling skills and the pride they have in what they do to model the NYCS.
In the last edition we advertised for the position of proof editor, and we received several offers
to support the Society and the NYCentral Modeler in that position. As the result of the
response, we have three new “staff” members joining us in the production of this magazine. I
welcomed them in the “From The Cab “section and am greatly pleased to have them join us.
The Society directors and volunteers have put a huge amount of effort into the upcoming 2022
NYCSHS Convention in Albany, NY on May 12 – 15 and we hope you join us there. With no
convention in 2020 and 2021 we are looking forward to seeing many of you in person there.
We have provided lots of info about it in the pages of this edition. Don’t miss out, it will be a
great convention.
We also have another great NYCSHS book just released. Hojack – Remembering the RW&O
Railroad and Division is a 768-page blockbuster with lots of photos, railroad information, and
modeling ideas. And one of the authors is our guest speaker at the convention. Order the
book today before they are all gone.
Check out the Collinwood Shop and the NYCSHS website to keep up with all the new
activities that the Society is providing in 2022. How about sending us an article on your
modeling, so we can enjoy what you do to model the NYCS!
If you don’t feel that you can write an article, just send us the photos with some captions
telling us what the photos are about. Share your skills, your models, and your layouts with
us. We want to see what you are doing to preserve the legacy of the NYCS in miniature. We
especially would like to see more O-, N-, S-, Large-Scale and O-gauge articles. Of course, we
love the HO-scale ones as well. If we don’t continue to get the articles the magazine will go
the way that many other modeling magazines published by railroad historical societies. If you
don’t write the articles there won’t be a NYCSHS modeling magazine.
We continue to get articles from some of our past authors and some new ones and I know that
they would really like to hear some feedback on what they do. Please take a minute to send
us an email telling us what you think about the magazine and the articles. Send it to
nfwiddifield@NYCSHS.org

Thanks, Noel
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HO- Scale EMD GP35, NYC 6143, Black w/ White, Paragon4 Sound/DC/DCC

Ubiquitous on American railroads, the EMD GP35 is a 4-axle diesel-electric locomotive built by EMD and
subsequently General Motors Diesel in the mid 1960's. Over 1300 of these locomotives were produced, and they
were operated by virtually every major railroad in the United States. Additionally, 26 units were built for
Canadian railroads and another 57 units were built for Mexican railroads. These freight locomotives were
powered by EMD 567D3A 16-cylinder engines that generated 2500 horsepower.
Features:
• Paragon4 Sound & Control System featuring ROLLING THUNDER
•

Integral Dual-Mode Decoder with Back EMF for Superb Slow Speed Operation in DC and DCC

•

Precision Drive Mechanism Engineered for Heavy Towing and Smooth Slow Speed Operation

•

All Wheel Electrical Pick-up

•

ABS Body with Die Cast Chassis for Maximum Tractive Effort

•

Prototypical Accurate Paint Schemes and Road Numbers

•

Many Separately Applied Details such as Handrails, Grab Irons, Horn, Bell, Wipers,

•

Prototypical Light Operation - accurate for each paint scheme

•

Prototypical Accurate Sounds for the EMD GP35 Diesel Locomotive

•

Metal Kadee-compatible Couplers (2)

•

Will Operate on Code 70, Code 83, and Code 100 Rail

•

Minimum Operating Radius: 18 inches

https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Broadway-Limited-HO-Scale_c_86.html
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Rapido HO-Scale NYC Sleeper Coach

In the mid 1950s, with passengers quickly switching to airline traveler the private automobile,
the Budd company devised the Slumbercoach as an economical way to attract overnight
passengers back to the rails. With a capacity of 40 passengers in a 24 single room plus 8 double
room plan, the Slumbercoaches offered a lower cost alternative positioned between coach
seating and a first class bedroom on overnight runs. A single aisle in the center of the car was
flanked by the single and double rooms on each side.
With 18 cars built new between 1956 and 1959, these cars with their distinctive staggered
windows could be seen on the New York Central. They ordered four of these.
The entire fleet would end up with Amtrak in the 70s and 80s with all cars converted to head
end power. Most lasted into the mid to late 90s when they were finally retired and replaced
with more modern equipment such as the Superliner II and Viewliners. Most of the fleet still
exists today in various states including in museum collections and in private ownership.
Features:
• Designed from original blueprints
• Full Rapido level of underbody detail
including separate pipes and conduits
• Full multi-color interior detail including
roomette doors
• Constant track-powered interior lighting
(DC and DCC)
• Accurate GSC 41-NDO-11 trucks with
disc brake detail
• Etched-metal end gates and sprung
diaphragms
• Rapido’s renowned stainless-steel finish
• Separately applied name boards
Comes in four road numbers. You must select road numbers.

https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Rapido-HO-Scale_c_119.html
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Railway Prototype Cyclopedia #35 - 1937 AAR Boxcar

Volume 35 is a special super-sized edition comprising 385 pages, which contain much useful prototype
information in one extensive, comprehensive article on the following subjects:
Genesis of The A.A.R. Standard 40’ Box Car: a part of the continuing series covering 20th Century American box,
automobile, and refrigerator car designs, the 385-page article by Pat Wider centers on the Association of
American Railroads’ Standard Box Car of 1937. The A.A.R. design of 1937 was a further development of the
American Railway Association’s Standard Box Car of 1932. Improvements included increased inside dimensions,
better riding trucks, standardization of vendor-supplied car body components, improved friction draft gear and
automatic air brake systems, longer-lasting wheels, stronger designs and floors, and safer and easier to operate
power hand brakes. Brief histories of the standardization and impact of these various sub-systems on the railroad
industry through World War II are included as well as descriptions of several post-war developments. This
volume provides the ideal prelude to the 6-inch taller A.A.R. alternate standard boxcars built during and after
the war.
This comprehensive article includes 5 tables, 15 historical railroad industry sidebars, 33 industry trade ads, 47
U.S. patents, 72 diagrams, and 428 B&W photographs of 10-foot inside height (or slightly less) A.A.R. Standard
Box Cars of 1937 built from May 1936, until December 1948.

https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Books_c_53.html

Dining a La Pullman – The History of Pullman Dining Service – 1866 1968

Following up on his successful sleeping “hotel” cars of the 1860s, George Pullman invented the first railroad dining
car, starting a century-long tradition of the Pullman Company providing its passengers with restaurant-quality meals
on rails. This is the first telling of the story of Pullman’s dining service, with colorful menus, tasteful china and silver,
popular recipes, and extensive interviews with retired Pullman chefs and waiters who served opera singers, actors,
businessmen, and even the President of the United States. Authors Mulligan, Tilp, and Zimmermann explore the
history, equipment, food, and people that made this unique era of travel possible. Tilp also covers the story of his
company’s 1968 purchase of the Pullman restaurant-sleeper Lotos Club and the subsequent restoration and operation
of what remains the most authentically restored Pullman car in the United States. Recipes for numerous classic Pullman
meals and a selection of complete, historic Pullman menus round out this definitive volume on Pullman’s culinary
legacy.
Order online at: https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Books_c_53.html
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AMB HO-Scale NYC Caboose Kits
(Tongue & Groove - Lot 732)

(Lot 732 Pacemaker)

The Lot 732 caboose was built on the steel fish belly frames of 1910 era 36’ boxcars in 1944. The
50 cabooses in the Lot were numbered 20100-20149. While they look like a standard 19000
series caboose, they are longer with a distinctive steel C channel along the bottom of the body.
In 1946, five cabooses were rebuilt with plywood sides, different brake equipment and were
painted gray and crimson for Pacemaker service.
These NYCSHS exclusive HO-scale kits are laser cut and are a joy to build. They are less trucks
but Wester fields Models has the correct trucks. Offered here in the store at:
http://www.nycshs.net/American-Model-Builders-Laser-Kits-HO-Scale_c_76.html. The kits
come with the decals for the appropriate caboose.
Non-members price is $64.95. NYCSHS Members Price $51.96 and that is 20% off MSRP for
members. Shipping is extra and Ohio residents pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
New Book From
Morning Sun Books.
Lots of NYC Action!!

Railfanning the Northeast 1934 – 1954 Vol. 4 NYC, NH and LIRR
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Morning-Sun_c_102.html
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Steam Locomotives of the NYC

Steam Locomotives of the New York Central Lines, Volumes 1 and 2 by William D. Edson and H. L. Vail, Jr., assisted
by Edward L. May. The ultimate authority on all steam and electric locomotives from the DeWitt Clinton of 1831 to P&LE
9406 of 1948. These books represent a lifetime of research for each of the compilers and are a fitting memorial not only to
the legacy of the New York Central Lines but also to their untiring efforts to preserve that legacy for us all. These books are
full of individual listings for every steam or electric locomotive, including year and month of construction, builder’s
construction number, all known re-classifications and re-numberings, and retirement date, and in many cases ultimate
disposition.
The hardcopy versions of these two books have been out of print for many years. All of our copies of these books have been
sold and they will not be reprinted in the hardcopy version because of the cost of doing so. This softcopy version has been
made available to allow those who never were able to purchase the hardcopy version to have this valuable NYCS resource. If
you have any interest in NYC steam locomotives this is the resource for you.

MSRP and NYCSHS Members Price $59.95
Because of the unique information in these two volumes and
the fact that it was produced by the NYCSHS; the price is the
same for members and non-members.
Free shipping. Ohio residents must add 8% Ohio sales tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/NYCSHS-Books_c_53.html
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Bethlehem Car Works Passenger Car Kits

The latest: NYC
Baggage/Horse Car

Lots of NYCS passenger cars.
Go to: https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/The-Bethlehem-Car-WorksInc_c_108.html
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NYC Lines Magazine 1919 – 1932 DVD & Flash Drive

The NYC Lines Magazine was published by the railroad starting in February 1919 and continued until
the final edition in October 1932. It was published monthly and distributed to the 100,000 officers and
employees of the New York Central Railroad. It was a magazine devoted to the interests of the railroad
workers, their families and the home communities. It contained articles about the railroad, the
employees, and events that impacted the employees and the railroad. You will also find hundreds of
ads that will give you understanding of the products shipped by and supplied to the NYC in that
timeframe. It makes fascinating reading for anyone interested in the New York Central Railroad during
those years that it was published.
This DVD or Flash Drive contains all of the editions of the Magazine published. This is a complete set
that was reproduced from scanned images of each page of every edition. It is also searchable so that
research is very easy. This product is another of the wonderful historical documents produced by the
NYCSHS archive volunteers.
Don't miss out on this history of the NYC Lines as written by the company for the NYC employees.
The MSPR is $79.00 and the NYCSHS member’s price is $63.20 and that is 20% off MSRP.
Shipping is free for US customers, but Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
Non-US customers will pay actual cost of shipping.

https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Archive-Products-Photos-and-Val-Maps_c_180.html
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NYCS Central Headlight – 1940- 1968 (Historic Employee Magazine)

The New York Central Railroad published an employee magazine starting in 1919 until
1932 when they stopped publishing for financial reasons brought on by the 1929 stock
market crash. That magazine was called the New York Central Lines Magazine.
They began a second magazine called the New York Central System Central Headlight
in 1940 and continued to provide it until 1968 at the end of the NYCS as an independent
railroad.
It was published monthly by and distributed to the 100,000 officers and employees of the
New York Central Railroad. It was a magazine devoted to the interests of the railroad
workers, their families and the home communities. It contained articles about the railroad,
the employees, and events that impacted the employees and the railroad.
It makes fascinating reading for anyone interested in the New York Central Railroad
during those years that it was published. It is an excellent companion publication to our
previously published NYCL Magazine 1919 – 1940 also available in digital form from
the NYCSHS.
Available on a flash drive in the Collinwood Shop:
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Archive-Products-Photos-and-Val-Maps_c_180.html
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NYCentral Modeler 2011 – 2018 DVD

The NYCentral Modeler was introduced in 2011 as a free to all, online digital publication
dedicated to the modeling of the NYCS. It is published quarterly and represents some very
fine modeling of the NYCS by both NYCSHS members and non-members. Over the years the
quality of the magazine and the articles in it have greatly improved.
This DVD provides all of the editions published up through 2018 and will be the first in many
of the NYCentral Modeler DVDs that will be offered in the future. It contains all of the editions
of the Magazine published. This is a complete set that was reproduced from scanned images
of each page of every edition. It is also searchable so that research is very easy. This product
is another of the wonderful historical documents produced by the NYCentral Modeler staff.
These past editions are no long available for download from our website.
Don't miss out on this complete set of NYCentral Modelers produced through 2018. It contains
many wonderful articles about modeling the NYCS and features articles written by both
NYCSHS members and non-members who model the NYCS.
The MSPR is $36.95 and the NYCSHS member’s price is $29.56 and that is 20% off MSRP.
Shipping is free for US customers, but Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
Non-US customers will pay actual cost of shipping.
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Archive-Products-Photos-and-Val-Maps_c_180.html
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Pittsburgh & Lake Erie In Allegheny County - Vol. 1
Pittsburgh to Esplen

This 322-page book opens with the story of the pivotal meeting that formed the P&LE when the
founders and industrialists went to war with each other. The result was a railroad independent of the
Pennsy and answerable only to the needs of Pittsburgh. It is no wonder that the line acquired the
nickname “The Little Giant.” 373 black & white photographs, maps, engravings, and other ephemera
form the nexus of this story. Years of research into the history of the P&LE and the local industries and
environs served to elicit a wonderful story about the line and its association with the region.
Images of P&LE, motive power, rolling stock, facilities, the South Side complex, steel mills and other
industries, the “company” villages that housed the mill workers and their families, and steamboats on
the Monongahela and Ohio rivers bring the story to life. This title is printed at 175-line screen on 80#
Sterling Premium gloss paper as a flat-backed, Smyth-sewn, oblong, laminated hardcover with an
additional protective gloss film lamination. Factory shrink wrapped. And as usual, the book is proudly
manufactured in the USA.

Order online at: https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Depot-SquarePublishing_c_104.html
Download form and send check:
https://nycshs.files.wordpress.com/2021/06/pleinalleghenyorderform1.docx

The Collinwood Shop has a very large collection of NYCS books
available for purchase at the NYCSHS members’ discount of 20%
off MSRP. Shop for these wonderful books today at:
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Books_c_20.html
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NYCSHS Carries All Herron Rail Videos Complete Line of NYC
Videos

Reflections of the NYC Vol. 2 & 1 - NYC Indiana Division 1956 Vol. 1 & 2

Niagara’s Last Stand - Donald J Krofta’s Steam & Diesel on the NYC Big Four Vol. 1,2, & 3

All these videos are priced the same.
This is your chance to pick up one or all these wonderful NYC videos representing
much of the history of our favorite railroad. Many hours of enjoyment available at the
members’ price of 20% off MSRP.
The MSPR is $39.95 and the NYCSHS members’ price is $31.96 and that is 20% off
MSRP. Shipping is extra and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.

https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Movie-DVDs_c_18.html
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New York Central System Diesel Locomotives (DVD Version)

By William D. Edson with H.L. Vail, Jr. and C.M. Smith
Published by the NYCSHS in 1978 and Re-issued in 1995
Now Available in a Digital Version
MSRP $35.00. NYCSHS Members' Price is $27.00 and that is 20% off MSRP.
Shipping is free, but Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
To order: https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Books_c_53.html

Books, Books, Books

All NYCS Books can be found at:

https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Books_c_20.html
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NYCSHS 50th Anniversary Year Offerings

NYCSHS 50th Anniversary Hats (Lightning Stripe Gray or Black)

NYCSHS 50th Anniversary Beer Stein

NYCSHS 50th Anniversary Pin

NYCSHS 50th Anniversary MTH HO-Scale Pacemaker 50th Anniversary
Boxcar
All this and more in the Collinwood Shop 50th Anniversary Items
http://www.nycshs.net/NYCSHS-50th-Anniversary-Celebration-_c_196.html
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NYCSHS 50th Anniversary Year Offerings (Continued)

NYCSHS 50th Anniversary Early Bird NYC Jacket
All this and more in the Collinwood Shop 50th Anniversary Items
http://www.nycshs.net/NYCSHS-50th-Anniversary-Celebration-_c_196.html

NYCSHS Member Tim Starr Books

Order anyone of these three books in the Collinwood Shop
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Books_c_53.html

Or download a form to order and pay to our Post Office Box.
https://nycshs.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/timstarrorderform.pdf
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Lima Locomotive Works Vol. 1 Super-Power Steam
Locomotives (Re-release)
Soft Cover

This reproduces 4 Lima Locomotive Works catalogs:
Lima Super-Power Steam Locomotives: 1926 - This catalog details the benefits of the SuperPower Steam Locomotive, a look at the tests performed on the engines, the operating results of
the Boston & Albany 2-8-4 Berkshires, the Texas & Pacific 2-10-4 Texas Types and the new
Illinois Central 2-8-4 then under construction.
Lima Super-Power Steam Locomotives: 1930- This catalog looks at the use and performance of
the Super-Power engines built for the Boston & Albany (2-8-4 Berkshires), Texas & Pacific (210-4 Texas Types), Illinois Central (2-8-4 Berkshires), Erie (2-8-4 Berkshires), Boston & Maine (28-4 Berkshires) and the components used in Super-Power Steam Locomotives.
Lima Locomotive Works Bulletin No. 102. This is a brief look at some of the Super-Power Steam
Locomotives built by Lima. Includes photos and specifications of the locomotives.
Lima Locomotive Works Bulletin No. R-2. This bulletin shows a variety of Lima Locomotives
from small switchers to larger 4-8-2s, 2-8-2 and 2-10-2s.
To Order Online in Collinwood Shop: https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHSBooks_c_53.html
To Download a Form and Send in a Check:
https://nycshs.files.wordpress.com/2021/05/limalwvol1.pdf
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2022 NYCSHS Convention Highlights

Schedule
Friday, May 13, 2022

•
•

Registration 9 am – 9 pm
Self-Guided Layout Tours 12:00 noon –

•
•

Presentations 3 pm – 9:00 pm
Collinwood Shop open

5:00 pm

Saturday, May 14, 2022

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Buses Load for Tour 8:00 am
Ride Berkshire Scenic Railroad
Box Lunch from Angelina’s Sub Shop
Bus tour of NYC and other railroad
locations
No-Host Reception 5:00 pm
Banquet 6:00 pm
Guest Speaker - John Taibi - 8:00 pm
Annual Meeting
Collinwood Shop open after meeting

Sunday, May 15, 2022

•
•
•

Presentations 10:00 am – 2 pm
Train & Railroadiana Show 10:00 am –
3:00 pm
Collinwood Shop 10:00 am – 3 pm

Download a form to mail in to register:
https://nycshs.files.wordpress.com/2021/12/nycshs
2022registrationform-1.pdf
Register in our store:
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/ConventionRegistration_c_23.html
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Presenters
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dick Chait - “Architectural Details of the
Albany Union Station and other NYC mainline
stations and terminals”
Doug Chapman – “Ralston Steel Company
Cars on the NYC”
Malcolm Laughlin – “NYC Family Tree,
Genealogy of the 613 companies that formed
the NYCS”
Len Gordy – “Railroad China”
Jim Suhs – “The Kankakee Belt Route”
John Taibi – “HOJACK –Remembering the
RW&O”
Bryan Monaco – “NYC Jackson
Branch/Southern Michigan Railroad”
David Saums – “Memories of the Upper
Harlem”
Newton Sweet/ Dave Mackay – “Memories of
the West Shore”
Malcolm Laughlin/Gordon Davis – “GCT to
Mott Haven Operations”
Roger Hinman – “NYC Baggage Cars”
John Barth – “First Generation Diesels/Clifton
Mines Branch”
Brian Marotta – “Hudson Division In N-Scale”
Alex Schneider/Frank Scheer – “NYC RPOs”
John Taibi – “Rehabilitating the Adirondack
RR”
Joe Burgess – “NYCS Steel Cabooses”
Blain Hayes – “History of the CUT”
Brian Solomon – “Two Centuries of the Boston
& Albany”

Disclaimer: The schedule & list of speakers and layouts is
the best that the committee understands as 12/30/2021 and
may change due to factors beyond its control. Some of
these presentations may change.
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Convention Layout Tours
Friday. May 12, 2022
Noon – 5:00 pm
Andy Clermont’s Bellevue & Schenectady RR

Steve Lamora’s Fonda, Johnstown & Gloversville RR
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Vic Romans NYCS Hudson Division 2.0

Vic Roman's Hudson division 2.0 2.0 is an HO- scale layout based on the NYC Hudson Division from
Albany's west Albany yard to New York City. The layout features the areas of West Albany, Albany Union
Station, Rensselaer, Hudson, Tivoli, Harmon, and finally depictions of the Park Avenue viaduct and the
West Side High Line. All this is accomplished with three decks and a lot of selective compression.

See all of these on self-guided tours on Friday, May
12, 2022, at the NYCSHS Convention in Albany, NY.
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Train Show Layouts
Sunday, May 15, 2022
10:00 am – 3:00 pm
Crowne Plaza Albany Hotel
Ballroom
West Shore Model Railroad Club Layout

Free Mo

The objective of the Free-mo Standard is to provide a platform for prototype modeling in a flexible,
modular environment. Free-mo modules not only provide track to operate realistic models, but also
emphasize realistic, plausible scenery; realistic, reliable track work; and operations. To understand
the Free-Mo standards, click here: http://www.free-mo.org/standard/
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Bring Your NYCS Locomotives To Run
On the Free Mo Layout

Noel Widdifield’s custom 1/29 Scale M-497 on his layout that is no more. It won’t run on the Free
Mo layout, but hopefully it will remind you to bring one or more of your favorite locos to run at
the convention.

Charlie Crawford’s Thanadar &
McKeever Depots’ Layout
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Be sure to check out all the dealers’ tables and
especially the Collinwood Shop.
To register for the 2022 NYCSHS Convention
Click here:
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Convention-Registration_c_23.html

To Download a form to mail in and pay
Click here:

https://nycshs.files.wordpress.com/2021/12/nycshs2022registrationform-1.pdf
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NYCENTRAL MODELER
Do you love the NYC? How about helping the
NYCSHS preserve the memory? Do your part.
If you have read this edition of the NYCentral Modeler, you can’t help but
be impressed by the fine modelers out there in our membership. You
also should have been impressed with all the things we are doing to help
you model the NYCS. We have been publishing great articles from
many of you in all scales. We note that several other Historical
Societies’ modeling magazines have gone out of production from lack
of member articles. Don’t let that happen to us.
We really do need your help to keep all the momentum going in the
Society. A lot of work is being done to improve our support to members.
We need articles and photos for this magazine. We need some people to
work with us on the Modeling Committee. We could use more help in
the NYCSHS archives, backup people for the website and the
Collinwood Shop, and someone with some strong IT knowledge to help
with the Headquarters’ IT upgrades.
We all are busy, but it only takes a few hours a month to help us out.
We have gotten a few new volunteers now working with us. They
believe that the Society is a priority for them. How about you? Why not
join the fun and excitement of involvement in something that is
worthwhile. Just do it!!! nfwiddifield@nycshs.org
Watch the website, www.nycshs.org, for more information and updates.
For questions and inquiries, contact Noel Widdifield at
nfwiddifield@nycshs.org

Preview Of 3rd
Quarter 2022 issue

Thomas Lange continues to
model the High Line on a
budget.

Always looking for
good articles and photos
for the 3rd Qtr. 2022
edition. Let us see your
handiwork.

4
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As we continue in the spring modeling season, the NYCHS would very
much like to include an article by you in the next issue that will be
released in the 3rd Qtr. 2022 edition. You should be doing a lot with your
layout or modeling during these coming spring months. If you will be
building things for your railroad or running your trains, this would be
a good time to take some photos and do an article for us. We really
would love to hear about your modeling or see your layout. We offer a
good opportunity to showcase your talents or collection. Even if you
don’t feel you can write an article, just send us some photos of your
layout. We need them for all our publications, but to make the next one,
send them to us by May 15, 2022. nfwiddifield@nycshs.org
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Contact me at NYCBigFour@verizon.net
Thanks, Noel

Chuck Beargie adds his forth article on
modeling the NYC Franklin/Oil City
Branch.
Tom Long continues his series of NScale NYC passenger cars with
“Modeling an ACF Baggage/Coach in
N-Scale.”
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